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Governor Has Not Yet Signed Permitted to Introduce Witnesses Methods of Roosevelt Boss in Will Probably Abolish Office 'Bat" Masterson and Other Salton Sink and Imperial Valley New Game and
Drainage Acts
Election Certificate of
Over Objection of
Texas Are Ruthlessly
of Public Land
Notables on Hand to Give
. Are Threatened With
Became Law Late Last
A. B. Fall.

Prosecution.

Exposed.

Governor McDonald has appointed
Attorney Summers Burkhart of Albuquerque his legal adviser as provided
in the new law, at $2,000 a year. Mr.
Burkhart is well known as a lawyer,
was one of the men who compiled the
New Mexico statutes in 1S97, was a
candidate for the supreme court on
the Democratic ticket and was a former resident of Santa Fe. He is a
man of large legal and political experience.
Senatorial Certificate Not Signed.
Governor W. C. McDonald has not
yet signed' the certificate of Senator
Albert B. Fall certifying to his
r
to the
term.
Rate Olerk Apopinted.
The corporation commission has appointed B. F. Segerson rate clerk. Mr.
Segerson is an expert and comes weli
recommended.
He took charge of his
duties today.
Application for Parole.
The following person having served
bis minimum sentence has applied. for
rarole. Action will be taken at a
meeting of the board of penitentiary
commissioners to be held on June 21:
Charles Betts, Colfax county.
Will Try Citizens.
District Judge McClure has gone
from Roswell to Clovis to give a hearing to about a dozen citizens charged
with complicity in the recent effort to
drive out all negroes from Clovis.
A number of them are railroad
employes and they are thoroughly fright
ened. Captain Fred Fornoff has re
turned from Clovis where he investigated the situation and reported to
Governor McDonald this forenoon.
Navajo Found Guilty.
In district court at Aztec, San Juan
county, the Navajo accused of the
murder of Richard Wetherill, a
post trader at Pueblo Bonito
on the Navajo Reservation, was found
guilty of voluntary manslaughter. The
other cases arising out of the murder,
have been postponed to the next term.
The term of court held was a very
good one and the docket was practically cleared by Judge E. C. Abbott who
made a splendid record on the bench.
Another term of court will be held
this fall at Aztec.
Federal Court.
A motion to remand to the district
court in Socorro county, was argued
today before Federal Judge William
II. Pope, in the case of the Central
Electric Company vs. The Socorro
Electric Company, et al. Decree was
signed and judgment issued in the
case of C. 0. Conner, minor, et al, vs.
A. T. & S. F. Railway Company, for

(By Special Leased Wire to Nevr Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., June 15. The
prospect of a sudden ending of the
trial of Clarence S. Darrow for alleged jury bribery was removed upon
the convening of the trial today when
the prosecution receded from the position taken yesterday that it would
not participate in any procedure permitting the defense to introduce witnesses at this time. Anton Johann-sc.n- .
a San Francisco labor leader, was
placed on the witness stand and was
examined by Mr. Darrow
himself,
while Chief Counsel Rogers, of the
detense, temporarily withdrew from
the court room.
' Judge Hutton explained to the district attorney at the opening of the
court that only such testimony would
be allowed as
show the connection between Earl Rogers and the alleged spiriting away of Mrs. Flora
Caplan, while the former was an attorney for the prosecution in the Times
dynamiting
investigation.
Captain
Fredericks then consented to the
placing on the stand of Johannsen
and 0. A. Tveitmoe.

(By Special Leased Wire to New
Chicago, 111., June 15. Declaring IS

six-yea-

$3,000.
In the

bankruptcy case of Prentiss;
Jamison, Staggs of Roswell, an order
of notice for discharge was issued.
E. W. SMITH IS

SELECTED

FOR REFEREE.

Fight is Staged for Two
O'clock in the Afternoon of
Fourth.

Johnson-Flyn- n

(By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Las Vegas, N. M., June 15. E. W.
Smith, a Chicago sporting writer, today was selected referee for the Johnson-Flynn
championship battle hereon
July 4. This decision was reached at
a conference between Champion Jack
Johnson, and. Jack Curley, the latter
representing Jim Flynn.
Curley also announced that the fight
would be staged at 2 o'clock in the
afternoon.
Smith is in Las Vegas, having arrived here several days ago, to act
as correspondent for the Chicago paper he represents. He accepted the
refereeship upon being notified that he
had been chosen. Two days ago when
tiie choice apparently had narrowed
down to himself, and Welch, Smith voluntarily withdrew.
OROZCO

HAS GENERAL
EMILIO CAMPA ARRESTED.

Dashing Cavalry Leader Accused of
Insubordination by Rebel Chief
at Chihuahua.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chihuahua, Mex., June 15: General
Emilio Campa, one of the most dashing officers in the rebel army, who
lately returned from a harrassing expedition around Torreon, was placed
under arrest together with Colonel
Jose Alatorre, by General Pascual
Orozco
Insubordination Is
today.

charged.
NATIONAL GAME, AT
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.
By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
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Rain Postpones Baseball Game.
Philadelphia, Pa., June 15.
gamo postponed, rain.
.

elphia

9, 2.
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(By Special Leased Wire to Tfcw Mexican)
Chicago, 111., June 15. The immin-nent- .
arrival in Chicago of Colonel
Roosevelt
all
today overshadowed
other preliminaries to next week's Republican national convention.
As he hour for the arrival of the
Roosevelt train came near, interest
and excitement in manv quarters became intense. A number of hours before the train was scheduled to enter
the La Salle Street station, hundreds
of people had gathered at thai point determined to hold their vantage ground
until they had seen Colonel Roosevelt,
in the waiting throng were many delegates to the convention.
Rut these were not the only or.es on
hand to greet the former President.
"Hat" Masterson, one time resident
oi' the P.lrek Hh.s, South
Dakota, and
now of Xew York, together with a
number of his friends and a crowd of
western admirers of Colonel Roosevelt, who reached Chicago last night,
patiently awaited the train from the
Fast.
All indications pointed to a lively
demonstration by the Roosevelt, adherents tonight.
The entire Republican struggle will
center about Colonel Roosevelt f ro n
tlieHnomenl he alights from his train
here hue this afternoon. It will be
his power of political manipulation
marched against, the wits, the strategy
and staying powers of the Taft forces.
Roosc:velt Will Take Charge.
To win the nomination
Colonel
Roosevelt either must break into the
Taft ranks as they appear near the
settlement of the last of the delegate
contests by the national committee,
or else within the support of the
and Cummins delegates, or
both. His followers are enthusiastic
in their belief that he and
they together can sweep the convention
Everything pertaining to the convention on the Roosevelt side from
the election
of
chair
temporary
man
to
the
final
struggle for
control
will
be
under
directly
the supervision of Colonel Roosevelt
himself from this time. Roosevelt
leaders said that it was principally to
have his personal advice at first lmn'.i
that they urged him to come today. A
so it is planned to have him get in
personal touch with delegates
who
have been counted nominally as Taft
supporters, bill who are regarded as
possibilities for the Roosevelt side. A
majority of these come from the
Smth. The leaders have arranged no
fixed program of activities for Colonel
Roosevelt while here. He will be permitted to take personal charge of his
campaign. At Monday night's mass
meeting here the former President is
scheduled to deliver a lengthy address.
According to provisional plans announced this morning he will remain
in Chicago until the conclusion of the
national convention.
May Address Convention.
Chicago, Til.. June 15. It seems
probable that Co'onel Roosevelt will
attend the convention during its sessions. His followers insist that if he
attends the convention he will address
the delegates in explanation of his attitude on the issues that he has
raised.
Such an address would give opportunity for a stampede of the variety
that was teared even by Colonel Roosevelt himself four years ago. Roosevelt followers are hoping that such an
opportunity will arise.
The task of physical preparation for
the convention practically is finished
by the hundreds of carpenters, artisans and executives in whose hands
the Chicago Coliseum has been for
more than a month.
A complete inner structure has been
reared within the hall of the Coliseum
.
and its adjoining annex and
Tonight every chair of the 11,1X8 that
are to accommodate the delegates, alternates, candidates, correspondents
and the few favored private citizens,
will be in its place.
Back of the Coliseum Hall, in the
basement of the annex, scores of telegraph instruments are already in
place. Two telephone exchanges have
been installed on the main floor of the
annex. A temporary hospital with full
surgical equipment has been constructed within easy reach of the convention
auditorium, and police headquarters
have been opened in the rear of the
hall.

Tat't delegates from Texas entitled to
Senate.
seats in the Republican national conMet at noon.
vention claimed by an equal number
Took up District of Columbia
ol Roosevelt supporters, the Republilegi.ation.
can national committee in its first
House.
today increased to 191 the total
Met at 11 a. m.
of contests decided to date in favor of
of
Continued consideration
the President. Two votes were put in
sundry civil appropriation bill.
the Roosevelt column, increasing his
The provisions to abolish the
total from contests to 15. The sumoffice of receiver of public monmary follows:
eys and substitute the appointTotal contests at outset 251.
ment of chief clerks for land
Decided to date 2U6.
offices, went through under a
Taft delegates seated 191.
sharp fire. Charges that speRoosevelt delegates seated 15.
cial land agents abused their
Contests yet to be decided IS.
positions, failed to cut. the apThe national committee first took
propriation of $5OO,0H0 to proseup the contest involving the eight delecute depredations.
gates at large from Texas, for the
Taft delegates as opposed to the
Roosevelt eight headed by National
Committeeman Cecil A. Lyon. The
COURT
vote seating the contestants was viva
voce and substitute motion declaring
the Roosevelt delegates entitled to
seats, was voted down in the same
manner.
Eighteen members two less than
the required number joined in a deFour of Them Handed Down
mand for a roll call.
Taft Still Gaining.
Yesterday Pass on ImporThe first, second, fourth, fifth and
tant Law Points
seventh districts of Texas also decidLEAVE ed in favor of the Tal't tones, the
Roosevelt delegates appearing as con- testants. The votes on them Were TERRITORY VS. PATTiE TURKEBi
unanimous.
General
Gives
Them The tnird district was given to
Negro
Four Hours to Vamose
Roosevelt hy unanimous
vote. The, Much Interest in Case by Merfourth districts delegates were given
chants at Santa Fe and
From Cuba
to Tatt.
Albuquerque.
All Decisions Today.
When the Republican national comWILL BlifiN
The following syliabi in the four
mittee met today it was wiih the ex- ......
uirii&lwua iii opinions handed down by the state
lcri idi iwn luuL i lie Itiidi ,1.
the contest for delegates to the nation-Monteagudo Reports Victory al convention would be rendered be-- ! supreme court yesterday, pass upon
in- Over Insurrectos at
fore night. The seats of US delegates, a number of important law points
In tiie case of the Territory
in dispute and include the fol-- ! volved.
are
still
Songo.
lowing: Texas l!0; Virginia 20; Wash-- : v- - Pattie M. T"ni- - indicted and
iitgton 14; District of Columbia 2; fo.md guilty of violating the Peddlers'
(By Special Leased Wire to New itexlea.i) North Carolina 2.
June 13. The rebul,
(Santiago,
The session of the committee was License law, and in which Santa Fe
General Julio Antomarchia, alias Pitil- merchants were
brought to a close earlier than usual and Albuquerque
li, has issued a proclamation stating '
on account of the desire of much
yesterday
case turned upon
the
interested,
that he will grant four hours for every the contest
attorneys of both Taft and a defect, in the indictment rather than
white man to abandon the vicinity of Roosevelt for
more time in which to
El Cobre, ten miles west of here, after
upon the merits of the case.
their argument.
which he will burn all the buildings prepare
An agreement was made to eonsoli-- j
In the case of the Territory, appeland plantations.
date the contests in Virginia, and; lee, vs. Patlie M. Turner, appellant,
' Rebel General Killed.
Washington and in this way commit-- from Santa Fe eo.inty, reversed and
General Mon- leemen believe the
Havana, June 15.
hearing can be remanded, with instructions to susof the
teagudo, commander-in-chie- f
brought to a close today.
tain the demurrer to the indictment
to
cabled
the
government forces,
Texas.
and discharge the defendant, Chief
Evaris-tpresident today that General
The issues in the three big cases! Justice Roberts, who
wrote
the
Estenoz, the rebel leader, was retoday are clear cut as between adherin the syllabus:
ported to have been killed in an en- ents of the President and Colonel opinion says
Section 4.49 Compiled Laws of 1S97
counter with a column of troops under Roosevelt. In the Texas contests Ceas amended by Section 4, Chapter 10S,
General Manuel Piedra near Songo. cil
national committeeman of Laws of
The general adds that he has no con- that Lyon,
lttol, makes it a penal ofstate claims "regularity" for his fense to refuse
or neglect to take out
firmation, but believes the report to Roosevelt
organization but no more a license and pay the penalty prescribbe true.
strongly than does H. F. McGregor,
within thirty days after receiving
leader of the Taft organization in the ed,
e. notice from the assessor, as providSEVERAL LIVES LOST
Lone Stare state. The latter claims
in
IN TORNADO LA"T NIGHT.
that the Lyon men proceeded irregu- ed in the act. and, it is necessary,
based
an
the
indictment
section,
upon
delelarly in their election of district
Dwelling Houses, Barns and Out build- gates to the state conventions
and to charge that such notice was receivDown
Blown
ings
by Wind
also in the county delegates to some ed by the defendant and that he failed,
within the time limited, to pay the tax
Storm in Nebraska.
of the district conventions.
or license.
(By Snectal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Virginia,
In the case of J. C. Gilbert, appelBeatrice, Xeb., June 15. Late news
In Virginia, the issue as raised by
from the scene of last night's tornado
Roosevelt contestants is that the Taft lant, vs. R. K. Lund, appellee, from
in Gage and Lancaster counties shows
dismissed,
appeal
were elected in halls where Chaves county,
that at least one life and probably two delegates were not allowed and . that Chief Justice C. J. Roberts, who wrote
negroes
were lost. Mrs. John Ideus was killed
many Republican local leaders were the opinion, says in the syllabus:
at her home near Adams when her thus
Where appellant has failed to file
virtually disfranchised.
house was blown down. Her daughter
of error, within the time
assignments
Washington.
was injured fatally.
by Section 21, Chapter 57,
required
is
whether
question
Washington's
The dwelling house of Emil Keller
Laws of 1907, as amended by Section
near Hallani was destroyed but the the Taft people so manipulated the 2,
to obtain control
Chapter 120, Laws of 1909, and adstate
as
committee
The storm
family escaped uninjured.
is taken of such failure by
delevantage
which
sent the
traveled southeast from that point, of the convention
motion to dismiss before such default
similar
to
Chicago;
blowing down barns, and outbuildings.
in the absence of a
The' south bound Union Pacific passen- questions are involved in the district has been cured,
excusing the de
from
showing
state
Sound
contests
the
satisfactory
Puget
ger train which arrived here at 6:30 and it
is probable that they will be fault, the appeal will be dismissed.
from Lincoln came near being caught
In the case of Territory, appellee,
with the delegates-at-large- .
in the storm. Conductor Murray stop- consolidated
vs.
Richard C. Graves, appellant, from
ped his train a mile south of Cortland,
Cecil Lyons Gets His Pedigree.
Chaves county, in the syllabus, of the
from which point the tornado swept
Chicago, 111., June 15. Over the dra- opinion written by Associate Justice
to the east, across the tracks ahead of
matic protests of Cecil Lyon, national R. H. Hanna, it. is said:
the train.
To sustain the prosecution of a prisSoutheast of Cortland many barns committeeman and Roosevelt leader,
and outbuildings were leveled. Hail the national committee today voted oner for receiving goods, knowing
into them to be stolen, four things must be
stones measuring fifteen inches in cir- the eight Texas delegates-at-larg- e
cumference fell, covering the ground the Taft column. The, vote followed a proved:
1.
in places. Telegraph and telephone lively debate, in which Taft represenThat the goods or other things
wires were leveled. The storm cover- tatives from the Lone Star state ac- were previously stolen by some other
ed a strip of territory about a mile cused Lyon of bossing Texas Republi- person.
cans through methods that recalled
2.
in width.
That the accused bought or rethe "rotten borough" system of Eng- ceived them from another person, or
land, and in which Lyon accused aided in the concealing of them.
PRESCOTT MINISTER MAKES
3.
WAR ON RED LIGHT. members of the contesting Taft deleThat, at the time he so bought
gation of having run for office on Dem- or received them, or aided in concealRev. H. E. Marshall has sworn out ocratic tickets and of having bolted ing them, he knew they had been stolen.
warrants against all the inmates ot the Republican ticket.
A motion to seat the Roosevelt
4.
That he so bought or received
disorderly houses and owners of the
was defeated, demands them, or aided in concealing them,
property they occupy in Prescott, Ar- ates-at-large
malo animo, or with a dishonest inizona, and announces his intention of for a roll call being refused.
in Lobby.
tent.
pushing the cases to the limit of the
V
The Texas decision was followed by
The felonious receiving of stolen
law. Twenty-eigh- t
women and five
a scene of disorder outside the com property, knowing the same to have
men constitute the number arrested.
mittee room, where the wild cheering been stolen, is a substantive offense,
of several hundred
Taft adherents and distinct from larceny.
JUAN GARCIA IS SENT
One cannot at the same time be a
UP FOR HIS LIFE. mingled with hooting and groans by
principal in a larceny, and in a legal
Durango, Colo., June 15. Life im- the Roosevelt supporters.
The contest of the Texas delegates- - sense a receiver of the stolen propprisonment at hard labor in the peniwas the first called. Colonel erty.
tentiary for Juan Garcia, and two
In La Cueva Ranch Company, apyears for Mrs. Bernardino Atencio, in Lyon said he believed technically
addition to a fine of $500, was the there was no contest against te Roos pellant, vs. Juan V. Rodriguez, et als.,
He said he appellees, from Mora county affirmed,
punishment meted out in district court evelt delegates-at-argby two separate juries for the cold- was of the belief that no printed brief In the syllabus of Ce opinion by it
blooded murder of Martin Atencio at
(Continued on Page Four.)
Ignaclo on May 11.
(Continued on Page 8.)
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Governor McDonald vetoed the S:.1.
San Bernardino, Calif., June 15
s
jury Bill. He did it after long
were required to rescue the in-- ! "'ration, considerable hesitancy
and
habitants of the town of Blvthe, the! 8,01118 apprehension, at 11:.'!0 last eve- chief town of the Palo Verde valley "'"B- Tlle determining factor was that
on the Colorado river. The town and under the constitution, the bill fixes
is under from salaries for five years. Had the pro- surrounding country
lour to five feet of water.
j visions of the hill been
only for one
would probably
The river at the hlirhef flood stair,. Iear' lne Sovernor
within many years, was cutting its have signed it, but he deemed it wis
er to have the county officials suffer
way through dikes toward the Salton
sea, the great sink flooded by the Co- hardships for another six months than
lorado river, when it last swept, into to fasten on the state a law, which he
the Imperial valley, the reclaimed des- declares to be discriminatory, inequal
ert which lies from 50 to 150 feet be- and excessive, although in a few instances the salaries are too low whila
low sea level.
in others they are too high.
The town of Randalls, also in the
Medical Bill.
Palo Verde valley, lies in the path of
The governor also vetoed the Medthe spreading flood, and appears to
he doomed.
it discriminated against
Men familiar with con- ical bill,
ditions say the damage will amount Christian Scientists, it works some
to millions.
hardships on people remote from cities
V,
On the Arizona side, the situation is and towns in that there are large poreven worse. The waters have cut off tions of Xew Mexico which have no
law-isupplies and attempts were made to- regular practitioners, the present
and
good
there
is
therefore
enough
to
send provisions into the
day
no social urgency for medical legisvalley in wagons which will make lation.
The path of the medical bill
a detour around the flooded section.
was a stormy and devious one through
both houses., and was changed several
times, before H reached a final vote iu
the closing hours of the legislature.
E GO
NOT
Game Law.
The new game law permitting
tho
of game for the market
WAY propagation
was signed after GovtV'nor McDonald
last evening had read and studied every word of it. It was cine of tho
Had to Take Part In Fight measures which he had lefi until tho
last, because he felt some hesitancy
Between People and
about its provisions.
Politicians
The Drainage Bill.
This was the last bill to be signed
I.y Governor McDonald.
It is qirte
CHEERED
and is an innovation thaxr,
6YJERDWD AT DEFDT voluminous
it is hoped will lead to the reclama-lion of some 15o,ouO or more acres of
Like Napoleon From Elba Rough land in New .Mexico, that ought to ba
drained.
Rider Rushes to His
Other Bills Vetoed.
Waterloo.
Senate P.iil n
the act penMiz-miho libeling of fraternal and reli(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) gious associations was vetoed.
It is
Toledo, Ohio, June 15 With Chica- class and special legislation and very
go only a few hours away, Colonel loosely drawn.
Senate Bill Xo. 171, exempting
Roosevelt today broke the silence
and new railroads from
which he has maintained since leaving taxation for six
years was vetoed beXew York and just before he reached
cause it is too sweeping in iis provi- - '
Toledo slated his determination to sions. The exemption would not ac
complish the beneficent
purpose for
fight his opponents to the end.
which it should be granted.
"I did not feel at liberty to ref.ise to
Senate Substitute for House Bill Xo.
come where the fight was beinr, 2, to provide for the paving of tho
waged," he said. "My object in going streets around the state buildings at
Santa Fe. The measure is unnecesto Chicago is perfectly simple." Here
sary, does not carry out the intent of
Colonel Roosevelt paused for a
the introducer and provision has
ment, carefully choosing his
been made between the state
and the property owners and the city
before he continued:
to do the work provided for in tho
People vs. Politicians.
bill.
"The actions of certain national
Senate Bill Xo. 1 SI, the Crampton
have
committeemen
unfortunately Primary Election Bill, was vetoed
bemade it evident that, in this fight be- cause it would
deprive the six souththe
tween the plain people and
public eastern counties of Xew Mexico of
men who should be their servants and the direct primaries which
they alwho attempt to be their masters, there ready have adopted.
is a concerted effort being made by
House Bill Xo. 2S7, the Campbell
the professional politicians and the in- law providing for the advertising oi
terests for which they stand deliber- estrays in county patiers, was vetoed
ately to rob the people of the victory because it would compel those inter-they fairly have won. When such was ested to take a paper in each county
in which estrays might be found, in
the case I could not remain away."
stead of as now, taking one paper conLo, the Conquering Hero Comes.
Chicago, 111.. June 15. Roosevelt's taining ail the estray advertisements.
train has just jmssed Englewood, a su- The rate also is doubled over what it
now.
burb, and will arrive at the station in is
Senate Bill Xo. SI, creating the ofa few minutes.
fice of district clerks was vetoed beGreeted With Cheersi.
cause of the political intent of ona
Chicago 111., June 15. Colonel Roos- of the
clauses.
Some of the district
evelt arrived at the LaSalle Street station at 3:57 P. m. He was greeted judges protested against it.
Senate Bill Xo. 42, providing for the
with cheers by the many who crowded
execution of the death penalty at the
the station, and was whisked into a
penitentiary made no financial proviwaiting automobile and hurried to the sion for
carrying it into effect. It also
Roosevelt headquarters.
set a definite time for executions,
of giving the warden a certain
leeway so that the other convicts
BOY KILLS HIMSELF
couid not know the exact day and hour
WHILE OUT GUNNING.
when the execution took place.
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
Edwin, the 1G year old son
No. 142, appropriating $2,000 to
e
of Mr. Fred Hamblin of AU
the Camino Real, west of Albuaccidentally shot and killed
querque to Galulp, was vetoed because
himself at Luna, Socorro counof the idea that it is not well to un- been
had
man
ty. The young
dertake new road projects until those
out hunting and on his return
in hand now, are pushed to
completion.
aimed to place the gun down
House Bill Xo. 228, to permit grazby the fence from his horse,
ing on land grants on petition was
and in some unknown manner
vetoed and so was the Socorro land
aland
was
the gun
discharged
grant bill of Hilton.
from
most tore one shoulder
Appropriation Bill.
his body. He only lived a minOnly a few items In the approprla-tio- n
ute or so.
bill were vetoed although to the
governor several other items appeared
improper, but as their elimination
would have worked a distinct hardTHEY MERELY SHOT EACH
OTHER WHILE DRUNK. ship if not injustice, and as the bill
SCORE ONE FOR NEW
is only for one year, they were perIsidro Onelas and Rafael Almazer, mitted to pass. The items that wero
MEXICO'S SENATri.
two laborers working in Cole's extra struck out were $6,500 to be expendSpecial to the New Mexiean.N
Washington, D. C, June 15.
gang at Baca took a trip to Grants, ed by the commissioner
of public
The Senate late yesterday af- Valencia county, and while there they lands for immigration work, because
ternoon on motion of Senator
imbibed a little too freely and their the land commissioner is already overThomas IS. Catron passed the
desire for excitement became a little burdened with responsibilities and
bills appropriating
At any rate one was work. Items of $100 each for the pre$295,000
unmanageable.
for a public building at Santa
found in his cot the next day with a siding officers of the two houses were
Fe and $75,000 for a public
bullet hole through his jaw and an- struck out because they are unconstibuilding at Raton. Both bills X other bullet hole in his arm. He tutional. The corporation commission
are certain of passage in the
claims that he was shot by Almazer. was trimmed down the following
House during the short ses- but neither one could give a sensible items: Chief clerk of commissioners
X account of ail that took place during j
sion before March 4, 1913.
the time they were away from camp.
(Continued on PtgQ .)
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The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

the

"Soltaire" Goods. Always the Leader

i
Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

II

IE!

ALL

CASH

Santa Fe. Telephone

PURCHASES.

WE

WHOLESALE

GIVE

AND

No. 40.

REGiSTER

TICKETS

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFaLFa

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
Packages

SEED.

The only exclusive grain house in Santa
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

43

Ffe

45

SO
Many

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND LAMENT

EI Toro

J. CRICHTON
Lumber ind Coal Yard
R.

.t

All Kjni'ds

of Building Materials.

Screen Door$, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

I

Phone, Re

ioo

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

HOW CLEVELAND TREATS
OFFENDERS AGAINST LAW.

Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
the Seriousness.

Backache is so deceptive.
It comes and goes keeps you
guessir.g.
Learn the cause then cure it.
Nine times out of ten it comes from
the kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
are so effective.
They're especially for sick or weakened kidneys.
Here's a Santa Fe case:
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto St., Santa
Fe. X. Mex.. says: "In 1907 I used
Doan's Kidney Pills for pains in my
back which had troubled me for three
years.
They brought prompt relief
and proved so satisfactory that I gave
a public statement in their praise.
Now, after two and a half years have
passed, I glady confirm every word of
I can add that I
that testimonial.
have since used Doan's Kidney Pills
giving them a more thorough trial
1
and have received great benefit.
know that this remedy is a cure for
backache ajil kidney complaint."
For sals by all dealers.
Price 5f
Foster-Milburcents.
Co., Buffalo
NeVv
York, sole agents for the United

state

j

alms-hous-

J

j

k

Weils Fargo

Co. Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

Parts

All

of

the World.

an 'nconvemence by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler's Checks and Foreign Money Orders.

?AVP
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CANADA, MEXICO
SENT

REMITTANCES

W.

BY

TELEURAPH,

Santa Fe, N. M.

C. LONG, Agt.,

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phcne Main

s

139

LIVERY CO.,

RIGS.

LIVERY

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S HACK
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant

LIE

From

BARRANCA TO TAOSJ
North South
Bounds Trains.

Meets Both

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms .for Pent 23c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered- hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
french Noodle Order roc. a dlsn,
furnished commers al men to take In
ew York Chop Suey 60c the
surrounding tto'uns. Wire E'.nbudo
Station.

Two Doors Below F. Andrews
.Regular Aleate 23 cents.

Store.

-

IRaMBlii.MMfy.ii.u.iwwiwiJMj li i

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

II ALU!

HOTEL

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.

To

Be Completed July 1st, 1912.

HANDS

1ro UU1CRACK

10

OPEN

Warrensville.

d

fmoDM

SATURDAY, JUNE 15, 1912.

It Has Grouped Workhouse
Farm,
Infirmary, Alms House, Tuberculosis Sanatorium at

(By special urased wire to New Mexican)
Cleveland, Ohio, June 15 Two thou-sandelegates attending the 39th Annual Session of the Xational Conference of Charities and Correction, here
since last Wednesday,
are holding
section meetings today at Warrensville, the famous city institutions of
Cleveland. At Warrensville are the
vorkhoase farm, the infirmary or
and the city's new tuber
instituculosis sanatorium.
These
tions are in two distinct groups about
half a mile apart, called the "Correction Group" and the "Colony." Dr.
H R. Cooley, Director of the city's institutions, devoted an address before
the session on courts and prisons to
ai. explanation of this farm colony experiment, and said that it had demonstrated the many advantages of out
door employment for offenders against
the law, but that the largest benefit
accruing to this new plan is that
Cleveland has become kinder and
'ates.
broader with its more rational and huRemember the name Doan's and man treatment of its
The
prisoners.
take no other.
heart of Cleveland has grown in its
sense of right and justice. "For its
A PRAYER IN ARMOR.
own sake," said Director Cooley, "soLord, give nie a place in the world's
ciety cannot afford to be cruel and brugreat fight,
tal to its meanest and most unworthy
The fight for the good and the true;
The director pointed out
member,"
A place where the wrong outrivals the j
not a'l offenders can be treated
that
right,
bfst by such a plan, but that a peniAnd there's a soldier's work to do.
tentiary or state reformatory must be
JIake strong my heart, and tender as oiganized and managed differently.
Romance Is Not Dead.
strong,
and toned for the
Cleveland, Ohio, June 15 The age
fight;
romance is not dead. On the conof
With love for the man whose montrary, all the romance of past ages has
strous wrong
been a preparation for the golden age
to
must
1 loathe, and
smite.
dare
that is promised by the advocates and
of public recreation in
And when with earth and its strife I'm promoters
American cities. The delegates atthrough,
tending the sessions of the National
Let me leave it a safer place,
of Charities and CorrecConference
With a clearer field for the good and
tion were told this evening by Joseph
the true.
Lee, of Boston, in an address on Boys,
And the kingdom of love and grace.
Girls and Rhythm, that the problem
Selected.
before the cities is the meeting of
boys and girls; that it is a problem
not of evil, but of good, of how to
th'e
keep this great budding force of nature, the mutual attraction of the
sexes, to its natural task of producing
strength and beauty, instead of perPre
of
Wine
Effects
(Overpowering
mitting it to go to waste and worse.
vents Divorce.
said Mr. Lee, "is the proThe overpowering effects of wine "One way,"
romance. Girls are already
motion
of
A.
of
John
Myers
proved the undoing
a dairyman of Arvada near Denver, sufficiently romantic, but boys should
when he was robbed of four letters by read Scott and I.orna Uoone while
which he hoped to obtain a divorce still young enough to take them serifrom his wife, who, he alleges, desert- ously. Nothing makes the grosser
ed him four years ago in California.
pleasures appear more flat and tawdry
than a romantic ideal. Athletics constitute a sexual expression, a
Just Took Fifty Drinks Each Day.
form of chivalry, which is
Willa
her
that
husband,
Asserting
Jones, formerly a contractor of Den- siinp'y the idealization of the sexual
ver, consumed fifty drinks of whisky relation. All art is partly sexual. Singa day for two years and that what por- ing especially is love's native tongue,
tion of his income he did not spend and must be brought hack from the
for that intoxicant he used in the professionals into our daily life. Drespurchase of beer, Mrs. Mattie Jones smakingfrom Praxiteles and Botticelapplied yesterday to the county court li down to Worth is the art not of
at Denver for a divorce.
hiding, but of revealing beauty, and
should be taught to all girls in that
Taos Buffalo is Killed for Viciousness. intention.
The danger in our dance
The buffalo at the Pueblo of Taos, halls and in any art is in the too simowned by Governor Martinez was kill- ple rhythm which acts, like alcohols
ed and made into buffalo steaks, roasts, as an anesthetic
relaxing the conven- vouc
r...,
tional inhibitions, putting conscience
nis viciousness. ui uue tne animal nun to sleep.
Safety is in the active, the
gotten to be very mean, and other creative, in the effort more worthily
animals, and even human beings, were to present an ideal of beauty. Even
not safe around where he was, so the
art
coquetry the frankly developed
governor decided to have him killed. of sex attraction as seen, for instance, in a Scotch song or an Irish
Died From Fear of an Operation.
dance, is a safety, not a danger. SoFear of the operating table caused cial
dancing, when well done, aimed at
the death of W. J. Brandt at the couna musical ideal, is a satisfaction more
ty hospital at Denver. Heart failure
The true use of
is given as the direct cause. Brandt than an excitement.
sexual
to
is
attraction
give beauty to
fell from a wagon and injured his
knee cap. He was taken to the hos- life by being wrought into the infinite
forms of art."
pital, where his condition grew more
Folk Dancing.
serious. His physician decided that an
Cleveland, Ohio, June 15. In disoperation would be necessary or the
leg would be useless. Brandt worried cussing the subject of rhythm in play,
over the thoughts of an operation and and the promotion of folk dancing as a
died.
form of public recreation, as proposed
by Joseph Lee, of Boston, in an adRIO GRAN3F CONTINUES
dress before the National Conference
TO DO MUCH LAVAGE. of Charities and Correction here this
evening, Frank L. Boyden of Deerfield,
The Rio Grande river, whiie steadi- Mass., suggested that the country high
ly falling, has not ceased from dam- school is a natural social center and
age in heavy erosion along th-- banks should be developed as such to look,
in Dona Ana county.
The home of out for the physical, social and moral
and welfare of all the young people of the
Renigno Telles, with windmill
pumping p'ant, went into the river, community, as well as for their inteland his orchard of the finest peach lectual development.
trees in the valley, followed. A. F.
Carpenter has lost several acres of TAOS WOMAN DIES
fine wheat and young alfalfa by a
LEAVING SIX CHILDREN.
bend which has formed in his land.
Mrs. Sofia Helphenstine, about 42
At Eerino the river has formed a very
years of age, a native of Taos, died
abrupt bend in front of the lands of after an illness of about two years,
Gibson and Snyman and is overflowconsumption being the cause. She
ing crops that have not been under leaves six children, two boys and four
water all this season. It is reported girls, besides numerous other relathat the La I'nion ditch head has been tives.
left by the current and the Chamber-in- o
head is badly damaged. The three DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.
Saints ditch is a. so pretty badly cut by local applications, as they cannot
up. The Santa Fe has managed to reach the diseased portion of the ear.
bold the track at Vado, where the cut- There is
only one way to cure deafting has been especially heavy, but is ness, and that is by constitutional
having trouble north of Las Cruces.
Deafness is caused by an
remedies.
inflamed condition of the mucous linMILITARY INSTITUTE AGAIN
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
IN DISTINGUISHED CLASS. this tube is inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
Roswell, X. M., June 14. Colonel J. when it is entirely closed, deafness
W. Willson, superintendent of the New is the
result, and unless the inflamMexico Military Institute, received a mation can be taken out and this tube
telegram last night from the secre- restored to its normal condition, heartary of war that this school has been ing will be destroyed forever; nins
designated as a "distinguished institu- cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
tion" among ten others of the United which is nothing but an Inflamed conStates. This makes the fourth year dition of the mucous surfaces.
for this rank to be conferred on it,
We will give One Hundred Dollars
though it is the youngest school out for any case of Deafness, caused by
of one hundred competing. The des- catarrh, that cannot be cured by
ignation allows the school an appoint- Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circument to the regular army.
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
DWELLING HOUSE BURNED TO
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
GROUND AT DEMING.
Take Hall's Family Fills for constiThe dwelling of Santa Rosa Marrufa, pation.
a
house at Deming was burned
Congressman George
Curry lias
down. There was $700 insurance upon written friends In Roswell that bo
the building and contents. The cause will visit them the latter part of June.
of the fire is unknown.
Miss Li' He Hammer, who conducts
Prayer-tempere-

Iola

DECEPTIVE.

M.

BLEED

Blisters Formed, Skin Scaled Off,
Flesh Burned and Itched
Dreadfully. Healed by Less Than
One Cake of Cuticura Soap and
One Box of Cuticura Ointment.

and

"About two months ago my hands started
bleed,, the skin would
scale off, and the good flesh would burn and
lien areaamny. vYiieuuiy
hands first started to get
sore, there were small
blisters like water blisters
which formed.
They
itched dreadfully, it just
seemed as though I could
tear tne skin all off. I
would scratch them and
the skin would peel oil,
would be
and the
all red and crack open
Tt.
worried ma
nil lilepH.
very much, as I had never had anything the
1 was so afraid I would
skin.
with
matter
my
have to give up my employment.
consulted
my doctor, and he said he
"I
didn't think it would amount to anything.
But it kept getting worse. One day I saw
a piece in one of t he papers about a lady who
had the same trouble with h. r hands. She
had used Cuticura Soap and Ointment and
was cured. 1 decided to try them, and my
hands were r.ll healed before I had used one
cake of Cuticura Soap and one box of Cuticura
Ointment. 1 am truly thankful for the good
results from the Cuticura Soap and Ointment,
for thanks to them I was cured, and did not
have to lose a day from work. I have had
no return of the skin trouble." (Signed) Mr3.
Jiarv E. Breig, 2523 Brown Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Jan, 12, 1911.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are for sale
everywhere, but those who wish to try them
without ciiarge may do so by sending to
Potter Drug A Cbem. Corp., Dept. 6A, Boston,
together
fur a liberal sample of each, post-fre- e,
book on the skin and scalp.
with 32--

to crak open and

IF YOU WILL "TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE YOU'LL LAND
ANY FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT. OUR LINES ARE NEW
AND FRESH AND STRONG; OUR REELS ARE NOT RUSTY.
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OF HARDWARE ENTERS YOUR
MIND, ALSO LET IN THE THOUGHT THAT OUR STORE IS THE
PLACE TO BUY RELIABLE HARDWARE.

Phone

14.

THOUSAND JEWISH
BUTCHERS ON STRIKE.

Close Shops Untii Wholesalers
Reduce Price of Meat to
Retailers.
(By Special teaseo mre to New Mexican)
New York, X. Y., June 15 Six
New
thousand Jewish butchers in
York today decided to close theii
shops until the price of meat products
has been lowered by the wholesale
dealers. The decision directly affects
more than 300,000 Jewish residents.
The meeting at which the decision
was reached was called after Jewish
women of the east side had announced
that until the price of meat was lowered they would boycott the Kosher
butchers.
Will

FINE PROGRAM BY
THE SANTA FE BAND.

A

Concert Sunday
1912, in

June

Evening,

16

the Plaza,

7:30 p. m.

"The Messenger" March

1.

Barnhouse
Mazurka. . .
W. H. Kiefer
"The Golden Scepter" Overture
R. Schlebegrell
Selec"A Stubborn Cinderella"
Jos. H. Howard
tion
Wnt. Arnold
"Leona" Waltz
Serenata Mexi- "M. Rosireme"
C. L. Barnhouse
cana
Bear" Characteristic
"Grizzly
G. Batzford
,
"You Can't Expect Kisses From
Monaco
Me" Two Step
B. Ramirez, director.

If

It

Its Hardware We Have

Phone 14

.

Why Import Mineral Water
r

SIX

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

?

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Leave orders

Patronize home industry.

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

6.

WATER

FRANK M JONES.

at

CO.

Sffi"

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
chards- Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No.

For Full Information Call,

Or-

ied

76

C. L.

"The Rose Queen''

2
3.
4.
5
G.

7.
5.

Issued County
License
Marriage
a
Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz issued
marriage license to Juan Valdez of
Santa Fe, and Dora Pop of Santa Fe.
The couple was married this morning
at the Cathedral by Mgr. Antonio
Fourchegu. A license was also issued
to Leslie Ruff of Montevista, Colorado,
and Frida Henderson of Espanola.

STENZEL ECZEMA LIPU
A clear white liquid for cleausingr
purifying and healing skin and scalp
diseases.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
cures eczema permanent.
A few days after using the Liquid
the disease begins to disappear.
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fischer Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern homeand why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

IN

3

POWER
IS QUITE SO

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS LINE.

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store

US

MURALTER

The Tailor

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
'
day and n'ght' Estimates and full infor- mat ion cheeerfully given:

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair
or alter Ladies' and

Motor Cycle
Pope
4 Horse Power
at
Gents' Qarments
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

PRICE, $165.00
With Importeda Magneto.

doubt with trouble
left at the factory.

A Motorcycle without

Washington

Avenue.

Phone Black 223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

and repairing of your
It costs but little to renew your

See RHOADS and
Furniture.
let him show you what he can do
104 Qalisteo Street

Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.

101

UPHOLSTERING

FURNITURE

and Gents' Custom
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

J.F.RHOADS

LIGHT. SILENT AMD RELIABLK.

PASH BROS.,

Agts., Santa Fe.

Telephone

157 W.

::

SANTA FE.N. M.

Society Stationery The New Mexfc
can
Printing Company have on hand
You cannot get up to date printing
material and can make up promptly the latest
unless you have
and faculties. The New Mexicun forms in society stationery. The ne
Printing Coinpany hes both, and at size correspondence cards, etc. Orthe same time expert mechanics, tour ders taken, for engraved and en
orders are always assured personal at bossed work. Several lines to make,
your selection from.
iention.

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. N. M.
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Yes, Read It Again! You're Not Mistaken!
Never Before Have You Been Offered Such a Shoe for JUST ONE DOLLAR.
Low bnoes, an sizes and widths.

rairs or Ladies' lan and Black
O ilflB Values

4JJ

up to $4.00 a pair,

f
p I .UU
1

paa
DJJ

I

Pairs of Ladies' Canvas Oxfords in White, Tan, Brown and Gray. d
We have a pair to fit every foot. Values up to $3.00
.
.
. 4

ff

4

I .UU

Good Bye, Shoes ! We've placed a Good Bye
Price on Every One of them !
Persons horn outside the state consti- 11.7 among foreign born whites, 2.1
INDIANA'S POPULATION
IN
CENSUS
YEAR.
tute
much larger proportion of the among native whiles, and 13.7 among
(013075)
native population in urban than in ru- negroes.
Small Holding Claim No. 327S.
For all classes combined, the perand Characteristics ral communities.
Its Composition
Department of the Interior.
of illiterates is about
the
Given in an Advance Census
centage
United States Land Office.
Nationalities.
Foreign
in urban communities
same
as in
Bulletin.
Santa Fe, N. M., June i, 1912.
white
Of the foreign born
population
3 and 3.1. respecNotice is hereby given that the
of Indiana, persons born in Germany rural communities,
wing-named
Washington, D. C, June 15. The represent 39 per cent; Hungary 9; tively, but the percentages for native
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final composition and characteristics of the Austria 7.1; Ireland 7.1; England 0.1; whites and for negroes are higher in
.
proof in support of his claim under population of Indiana, as reported at Russia 6; Italy 4.3; Canada 3.0; Swed- rural communities liian in urban com-nunities, while the percentage for
sections 1(5 and 17 of the act of March the thirteenth decennial census, are en 3.2; Scotland 2.1: all other coun1S91 (26 Stats., Soil, as amended
given in an advance bulletin which tries U.S. Of the total while stock of foreign born whiles is slightly lower.
For persons from 10 to 20, whose
by the act of February 21, 1x93 (2'. will be issued by Director Durand cf foreign origin, which includes persons
Stats., 470). and that said proof will the Bureau of the Census, Department, born abroad and all natives having literacy largely depends upon present
school facilities and school attendbe made before Juan C. Sandoval, at of Commerce and Labor. It was pre- one or both
parents born abroad, GerCuba, New Mexico, on July 15, 1912, pared under the supervision of Win. many contributed 51. S per cent; Ire- ance, the percentage of illiteracy is
viz: Earl B Young, of Senorito, New C. Hunt, chief statistician for popula land 10.4; England 0.S; Hungary 3.7; very slight, only 0.0.
Marital Condition.
tion.
SE
Mexico, for the SW
SE
Austria 3.5; Canada 3.3; Russia 2.9;
In the population 15 years of age anjl
The first population bulletin for In-- Sweden 2.3; Scotland 2.1; Switzerland
S
SE
S. 34,
SW
SE
over 34 per cent, of the males are sin- 22 X., R. 1 W., SW
X (liana, issued in December last, gave 2; France 1.8;
NE
Italy l.S.
gle and 20.2 per cent of the females.
the number of inhabitants by counties,
N
S
SE
SE
NE
Voting and Militia Ages.
The
married is 59. S for
and minor civil divisions, decennial inNE
XW
NE
W
NE
Tie total number of males 21 years males percentage
'
and 02.3 for females; and the
XE
W
SE crease and density of population, and of
NE
SE
NE
over
and
is
822,1:!!, represent'age
the proportion urban and rural. That
SE
NE
jiercentage widowed 5.1 and 10.4 reNE
NE
SW
of.
ing 30.5 iter cent of the population. Of spectively.
The percentage divorced
cover
bulletin
all
and
the
E
NE
NE
SE
NE
forthcoming
The executrix further gives notice
such males. 72.5 per cent are native 0.'- and 0.9,
are believed
respectively,
21 X., R. 1 "VV.
of
the
XW
the
T.
Sec.
topics
3,
population
principal
that upon the settlement of said final
whiles of native parentage, 11.2 per to be too small, because of the proba- He names the following witnesses census except occupation and owner-t- cent
of foreign or mixed
whites
account, she will proceed to close the
rative
i)iiity tn.lt many divorced
ad-- ! ship of homes.
persons
prove his actual continuous
administration of said estate of said
parentage, iii.n per cent loreign-uon- i
The greater part of the forthcoming' whiles, and 2.5 per cent negroes. Of class themselves as single or widowed.
decedent and to obtain her discharge verse possession of said tract for twen-- j
That the percentage single is so
ty years next preceding the survey of bulletin consists of five general tables, the 88,927 foreign born white males of
as such executrix.
much smaller for women than for men
the
viz.:
nawhich
of
township,
color,
M. A. ORTIZ,
present statistics
votmg age 42,533, or 47. S per cent, are is due largely to the fact that they
Edubigeu Gurule, Agapita Garcia, tivity, parentage, sex, citizenship, illit-o- f uatuialized.
County Clerk.
marry younger. Thus, 11.4 per cent,
LitLa Jara, New Mexico, Hilario
V. I. ALARID, Deputy.
eracy, school attendance, and dwell-- j
Age.
of the females from 15 to 19 years
cero, E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mex- - jngs and families, as follows: Table ll
Of the total population, 10.2 per of age are married, as compared with
ico.
'for the state and counties; table 2' cnt. are tinder 5 years
of age, 19.3 per 1.? per cent of the males, and 52.2
NOTICE.
or
Any person who desires to protest for cities of 23,000 inhabitants
cent are from 5 to It years, inclusive; i!'--r cent of the females from 20 to
In the Probate Court of the County against the allowance of said proof, or more; table 3 for cities of 10,000 to
are from 15 to 21, 2.9 21 years are married, as compared with
who knows of any substantial reason 25,000; table 4 for places of 2,."00 to 1S.9 per cent
of Santa Fe, State of New Mexico.
25 to 44, and 22.5 27.2 per cent of the males.
cent
from
are
Jn the
per
In the matter of the Estate of Julia under the laws and regulations of the id.ooo: and table 5 for wards of cities
oor cent are 45 years of age and ove' next age group, 25 to 31 years, the
Interior Department why such proof 0f 50,000 or more.
Berardinelli, Deceased.
The foreign horn white population difference is not so great, 77.x for
should not be allowed will be given
To all to whom it may concern:
Color and Nativity.
comparatively few children, i.:;,ies as against 07.7 for males, while
an
mentionunat
above
the
the
Notice is hereby given that
opportunity
Of the total population of Indiana, O'lly 4 pe- - cent of this class being un- - j the
age group 35 to 4 4 the differ-ie- r
dersigned, Peter Berardinelli, was ap- ed time and place to
2,130,0.SS, or 78.9 per cent, are native
15 years of age, while more than pnre
That
practically
disappears.
pointed on May 11th, 1912, by the the witnesses of said claimant, and to v.hites of native parentage'. :.;ri0,53i, or
s
(X4 per cent) are. 25 yeais there is a larger proportion of widows
aforesaid court of probate administra- offer evidence in rebuttal of that sub 13 per cent, are native whites of for-- of
age ami over. Of the native whites than of widowers probably indicates
tor of the estate of Julia Berardinelli, mitted by claimant,
eign or mixed parentage; 159,322, or of foreign or mixed parentage, less that men are more apt to
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
deceased.
5.9 per cent, are foreign-borwhites; than throe-fifth- s
(59.7 per cent) are ty,.in AVOlm.n ami furthermore
that,
All persons having claims against
Register. and 00,320, or 2.2 Iter cent are negroes. 25 and
and of the native whites ftjnce husbands are generally older
cer
the said estate must present the same
The corresponding percentages in 1900 of native parentage
'.ban
than their wives, the marriage
to the undersigned administrator withMrs. J. K. Henry, Akron, Mich., tells
"7.6. 14.5, 5.6 and 2M, respeetive-bocent).
per
tionship is more often broken by
in the time prescribed by law.
she did so: "I was bothered v the comparison indicating a slight
snows a small-- ' death of the husband than by death
urban
The
Administrator. with my kidneys and had to go nearly increase in the relative importance of
f
of children than the
the wife.
er
PETER BERARDINELLI,
double. I tried a sample of Foley Kid- - the native whites of native parentage, ral proportion
and a larger proportion of persons
proper-goomuch
me
so
did
most
the
Pills
of
the
in
and they
counties,
ney
in the prime of life. Immigration to
New Mexican Wtut ads always
that I bought a bottle, and feel tion of whites of foreign birth or of the city explains this at least in lart.Co8ts no more BEST,
but gives tne best re.
that they saved me a big doctor's bill." foreign or mixed parentage is small. Of the urban population, "3 per cent
brings resu'ta
suits.
There is, however, ono county (Lake) are from 25 to 41 years of age, incluH. L. Blomnuist, Esdaile. Wis., says
in which the foreign born whites con- sive, and of tile rural population, 26 his wife considers Foley's Honey and
of
more
the
than
jstitute
cent.
Tar Compound the best cough cure on
total population, and 6 counties in per
A.O BlLrCKE
JNO. S. MlTCHK.M
School Attendance.
the market. "She has tried various
which the native whiles of foreign or
The total number of persons oi kinds but Foley's gives the best result
LOS ANGELES
mixed parentage exceed that propor'school age that is, from 6 to 20 years of all.''
tion.
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
is 7"7,SS!I, of whom 513,623,
67.S per inclusive
Of the urban population
school. In TAOS MAN CRUSHED TO
RATES $1.00 and $1.50 per day.
cent are native whites of native par- - or 66 perto cent attended
DEATH BETWEEN CARS.
these 5,3'.0 persons under
With Private Bath, $1,50 to $3.00 entage; of the rural population, S7 per addition
G and 10,72!l of 21 and over
attended
cent. The corresponding proportions
from 6 to 20 the
Silas Vigil, a brother of Postmaster
for native whites of foreign or mixed school. For boys
percentage of school attendance was X J. Vigil of Taos, was crushed to
parentage are IS. 2 and 9.1 per cent, 65.9,
as compared with 66.2 for girls. death between two box cars of the
respectively. The percentage of for- For children
from 6 to 14 years, inclu- Colorado and Southern railroad, at
urban
in
9.7
the
is
whites
born
eign
the
sive,
attending school I'ueblo, Colorado, whore lie was empercentage
the
3.1
in
the rural;
population and
of this age
8S.2.
was
The
percentage
ployed as a car repairer. The unfortpercentage of negroes is 4.2 in the
(was highest among native whites of unate man was in the act of repairing
and 0.8 in the rural.
urban
native parentage, N8.4 followed by ne- a draw head, when an engine with a
HISTORY OF N F VV
Sex.
of foreign
In the total population of the state groes, 87.7: native whites
string of cars bore down upon the car
and
mixed
or
foreign;
S7.6;
parentage,
1,317,-58males
and
there are 1,3X3,295
lpon which he was at work. Me had
The most accurate and best written history of the State, flying the deon-nere is nine
105 males to each 100 oorn wnites
or
females,
warnjng an(i w;ls stnlck in the mi(1
of
the struggles and dangers of the early Spanish settlers up to the
tails
m oan aim rural
1900 the ratio was 104.4 terence Between
die of the back, and died before mediIn
females.
as regards the percentage of
present era. It isthe history of facts concerning New Mexico, as Mr. Read
to 100. Among native whites the racal aid could reach him. The deis in possession of the original documents that in themselves are priceless
school attendance for the ages from ceased leaves a wife and five children.
born
tio is 102.3;
among foreign
20
15
to
16
to 14, but of persons from
treasures. Over eight hundred pages bound in large G7 1
He was a member of the Woodmen of
whites 156.4. In the total urban popwere rereadable type
ulation there are 102.5 males to 100 years, inclusive, 26.6 per cent in urban the World and Women of Woodcraft.
as attending school
SPECIAL PRICKS TO EDUCATORS. INSTITUTIONS, ETC.
females, as compared with 106.8 in the ported
communities as against 37.1 per cent
rural population.
in rural.
State of Birth.
THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN NEW MEXICO
It RAN IK
Illiteracy.
that
native
Of the total
A Concise History of the
population,
TT"L
l.Bdlt'nt Ank ytiop Iruiu:il for
Part that Education Meant to the Settlement
Important
and Growth of Our State.
lllumon Jltrund
in the f-- n VVl
Vuited
born
in
are
the
Hy Mr. Read, in a paper bound pampti- illiterates
66,213
There
is,
population
in
Ki
d
I'Uls
"J
Unit tr.tu!ikV
vCII 1.3
let, something that should be in every home in the State. Price,
ilh llhrn Itil.u.n. V
X.ur.a. sealrd
pi
States, 79.9 per cent were born in In- state, representing 3.1 per cent of the STZ-riTe
no uthcr. Itiiy of jour V
feVnl
Leave your orders at the New Mexican office, or address
- IW Take
llrumrUt. Ask foi iI 1.1!I.TF.K
diana and 20.1 per cent in other states! total population 10 years of age and
MAMOMt liUAMft IM1.1.S for
the author, BENJAMIN M. READ, Santa Fe.
diana and 20.1 per cent in other states, over, as compared with 4.6 per cent in
F.eliaMe
years known k Best, Saiest,
is
BY l)R!fiGISTS Fl'lRYWHERE
SOLD
cent.
5S.1
of
The
1!)00.
and of the native negro,
per
illiteracy
percentage
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE.
State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
In the Probate Court in the matter
of the Estate of John P. Victory, deceased:
Know All Men by These Presents:
That Mary Maltby Victory, executrix of the estate of John P. Victory, deceased, has filed her final account in the above entitled matter and
that all persons having objections to
said final account and the settlement
thereof are required to present th.?
same within the time and manner prescribed by law and the probate court
in and for the county of Santa Fe,
Slate of New Mexico, has fixed and appointed Monday the 1st day of July,
1912, at the hour of 9 o'clock a. m., for
the hearing of said objections filed to
such said final account, if any such
there be, and for the settlement there-
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39c
39c
69c
9c
4c
ues, for
Lot of Dress Lawns in dainty pat9c
terns, 15c values, ior
Lot of Fancy Dimities in stripes and
12k
figures, 20c values, for
Lot of Imported Madras, a very fine
15c
quality, 25c values, for

Lot of Silk Poplins, 60c value, for . .
China Silks, 60c value,
Lot of
for
Lot of 27inch Messaline Silks, $1.00
value, for
Naushon Silks in plain
Lot
and figured, 35c value, for : . . .
Lot of nice Dress Lawns, 7 l2c val27-in-

ch

27-in- ch

1

......

Lot of Cotton Pongees in all the latest
shades, 25c values, for

15c

d
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We are offering a Special
Discount of

DEPARTMENT

25

PER
CENT.

our Spring Wraps, Linen and Norfolk
Suits, and 20 per cent, on all our

On all of

Lingeree Dresses.

(

READ'S

READY-TO-WEA-

To Close Them Out, We Are Offering All of Our

NORFOLK JACKETS
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1

s
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The Season's Latest Fad

Reduced to

$4.95
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CHICHESTER S PILLS
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Windows
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.
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CATRON BLOCK.

4

TERRACE ADDITION TO THE CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.

Lots out of this addition at 40 per cent, from regular selling price--1- 0
per ct. down 5 per ct. for eighteen months, without inhave placed upon the market 100 Fifty-Foterest or taxes. There are 480 lots left in the addition, and after 100 of them are sold the price of the lots WILL POSITIVELY BE PUT BACK TO THE REGULAR MAP PRICES.
I

ot

Since I have acquired this property three years ngro I
have sold over $:.5,000.00 wortli on a basis of the regular
ma) prices and up to this sale the best discount ever
and that discount only in
given was not to exceed 25
two or three instances where the purchases were large-run- ning
as high as $5,(1(10. That the marked prices are.
the original can be verified from more than fifty plats
with the price marked upon each lot, which plats are in
dealers and individuals who have,
the hands of
lies between the State Uniaddition
This
purchased.
versity and the business section of the city on elevated
ground, overlooking the IJio Grande valley for miles. There
real-esta-

te

has been purchased by the citizens of Albuquerque

1G0

acres of land one mile east of the University for permanent

fair grounds. This means a car line out to the University and on to the fair grounds. When this ear line
is built any lot in the Terrace Addition within two blocks
more than the present
of it will be worth from 50 to 100

ma) priees.

Silver Avenue is the principal street through the addition. This street is graded its entire length and fine
shade trees growing on both sides of the street for ten blocks.
main the full length of
Water is pipe dthrough a
the street. About one third of the lots on Silver Avenue
remain unsold and now come under this discount, although most of them sold brought full map prices.

i lots at

i

lots at
10-lots at
45 lots at

$100 each

"

55

150
115
300
'2"25

"
"
"

45 lots at
l(i lots tit
20 lots at

;250

';

275

at

."'25

at
at

"
"
"
"

.'175

SO
!!

1

1

i

7

5

at
lots at
o(s

lots
lots
lots
lots

I!"1!

."50

"
at 400 "

There are in the addition lfi lots at
1 lots at

450
550

"

This i n ordinary real estate offer. There probably
is no other city in the United States with anywhere
tjie prospects of Albuquerque that (lose in lots can be
purchased for such money, but one hundred of them must
lie sold in a hurry.
If you are interested write for a full
sized city map showing the Terrace Addition complete,
and also a blue print, with the price marked upon every lot.
N'o reservations out of the 480 unsold lots, you can pick
any of them.
in-n-

ALL SUBJECT TO THE 40 PER CENT. DISCOUNT.

M. P. STAMM,

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.;
Loansmoney on the mosUfavoraMe terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms ' as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Sar.ta Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Daily, per week by carrier
tt
ua:iy, per nwntn, Dy carrier
.65
Daily, per month, by mail.
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six

Weeki,

tenths,

by mail

.

$3.50

Blx

100

Weekly, er year.
Weekly, per quarter.

2.00

--

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

.50

BANK

NATIONAL

VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.
Valley Ranch, N. Mex., June 14, 1912. Paul Doran and party from Santa Fe called at the Valley Rranch
yesterday on their way through to Las Vegas in a new Haynes automobile. All seemed to be having a good time
and reported the roads in good condition.
The river is now in about normal condition, and some excellent catches have been made.

The new Mexican is the, oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofflce in the Stae, and has a large and growing circulation time after time, when the good men TAFT GAINS MORE
they have voted for have made a misDELEGATES.
among the intelligent and progressiTe people of the Southwest
erable showing, and some enemy to
the common good has ridden serenely
Continued: irom rage One.
into office, with the bands playing and
a lot of misguided people cheering lus for the Taft delegates had been filed
within the prescribed twenty days be-- '
tily.
A good man like Colonel Roosevelt fore the national committee met; that,
The constructive progressiveness
X
X busies itself with devising ways and nearly always finds that the powers iu consequence, the rules of the com- COMING
OUR WAY.
N
Scarcely had Governor Mo- - X means to make life easier, brighter, of evil are too much for him. Armies mittee had not been observed and no
Donald signed the last bill pass- - X more wholesome for all people.
The of men are basely suspicious. They formal contest existed.
N ed by the first State Isisla- - X false progressiveness seeks to seize are
.
Secretary Hayward said he had
They 'nsist upon
tive Assembly, when good tid- - X hold of offices and perquisites by spin- applying to a politician the moral j'lwo'sets of credentials from Te,as."
ings of industrial revival he- X ning political theories.
standards which they apply to themCrisis Precipitated,
There is much work for true pro- selves.
X
gan pouring in.
"The chairman can only go on the
They do not realize that the
Here in Santa Fe alone there X gressiveness in the Nation and in king can do no wrong. In their crude advice of the
secretary," said ChairThe other kind of pro"were two incorporations yes- - X this State.
way they hold that men who set out man Rosewater.
X
mean
can
much
be
for the
gressiveness
dispensed with
terday that
save the country from destruction
"He says a contest exists, and it
X upbuilding of the Capital. There X for the time being.
are sometimes hypocrites and
must
be called."
was another one today, which X
There is the problem of providing
Colonel Lyon declared that. in the
They are not enlightened
means a big insurance com- - X employment for all those who wish it.
enough to comprehend a pure motive. Alaska case and in other cases, conpany with headquarters at the X lz is a problem that has to do with
are even blind to the fact that tests had been excluded because they
the
of
labor
distribution
and its pro- They
X Capital.
X
the country is going to the dogs. En- had not been filed within the stipulatX
There was announcement of X ducts. There is a task for statesmanin the narrow pursuit, of attended time. He and Committeeman CaX a serious and important rail- - X ship indeed, for on it hinges much gaged
There is also the task of ing to their own business, and finding pers of South Carolina insisted that
X road proposition that will mean X happiness.
the that they are not about to become the no Texas contest existed.
X great things for northwestern X taking care of the incompetent,
victims of a public calamity, they are
A crisis was precipitateo when Mr.
X New Mexico.
X inefficient, the crippled, the defective.
so constructed that they believe things Mulvans of Kansas,
moved to pass
X
Everybody . is taking new X New Mexico, outside of an asylum for
are
not so bad, after all.
and
because
Texas
take
the
a
school
and
for
up
Virginia,
blind,
X heart and new
deaf
the
X
and
courage,
Colonel Roosevelt is confronted by a Texas apparently was "not ready."
X every one is looking to the X and dumb, has not even started on
"I protest against such action." said
X future with great confidence.
X those tasks. Then there is the prob- solid mass of selfishness and indifferX
These are the first fruits of X lem of giving a good education to ence. He is finding that he cannot Lyon.
"We are ready."
X the safe and sane legislation
X every child whether it lives in a re- sacrifice himself by saving a nation
X by the first State Legislature.
"But you decline to go on with the
In
X mote rural or mountain district or in that does not want to be saved.
and wealthy his case, virtue will have to be its own first contest," said Mulvane.
X
Glance over the titles pub- - X a thickly populated
The state legislature reward.
X
Glance over the titles of the J municipality.
"We don't recognize that contest exreX bills that have become
law. X has made a start by creating the
ists as to these delegates-at-large,- "
X They are irrefutable evidence
X county high school plan and there is
torted Lyon.
GUESSING WHAT THE PEOPLE
X of the statesmanship of the Re- - X more statesmanship in that bill as far
As the Roosevelt delegation had
WANT.
X publican majority of the I.egis- - X as the masses and the future are conCurrent Literature, in its June first filed its credentials, the Taft delX lature, of the good common X cerned than in recall, initiative and number, describes how in many states
egates,, headed by H. F. McGregor,
X sense of a Democratic Govern- - X referendum taken together.
ai the direct primaries, thousands of were heard as the contestants.
There are twenty and more of such Democrats voted for Theodore RooseX or, who was not afraid to sign X
Colonel Lyon again declared the
X a good measure even though it X problems, including those of revenue velt for the Presidential nomination.
Taft
delegation had not made a legal
X was passed
by a Republican X and taxation, serious, pressing, crying The facts and figures are given. Rut contest, because its briefs and formal
for
to
which
the
X legislature.
solution,
X
Republican even with the Democratic vote, the
had not been filed until
X
What do those laws mean to X majority of the state legislature total number of votes cast for Roose- arguiffents
too
late.
X the investor?
X should and will give its attention. But velt, though a majority of the total
"1 again insist that no contest exX
They assure hi in that, his X the people should stand by that con- votes cast, is but a small fraction of
he said.
ists,"
structive
ot
X capital
instead
progressiveness,
and,
the total registered vote or of the
enterprise are X
The chairman overruled the point
X wanted, that he will be given X; following the false cry of the dema- population.
If it demonstrates any- and Frederick C. Bryan began the
X a square deal, that
property X gogue who does not give a hang thing, it proves that the agitator, the argument for the Taft delegation.
X rights are respected in Xew X whether the unemployed have work, professional
politician,
go
always
A Pooh Bah Like Roosevelt.
X Mexico, that, the new state has X whether the indigent are cared for, to the
polls and will vote even if there
"Colonel Lyon is the Republican
X not gone off on a tangent X whether the poor children have the are a hundred elections a year, while
in Texas," declared Mr. Bryan.
X similar to that, which accord- - X same opportunity iu life as the chil- the businessman,
the farmer, the party
"He is the Republican committee and
X ing to the Albuquerque Journal X dren of the rich man, whether school workingman are too
cast
to
their
busy
runs things absolutely; the fight in
X of this week, is driving capital X keeps or not, just so he can ride into vote. Yet, it is the
great
X and enterprise out of Demo- - X office and power on a passing popular vote that will decide the election on Texas has been largely a fight against
Colonel Lyon, and he promises to be
X cratic Arizona, Texas and Okla- - X wave.
November 5. That
vote
end of the
X homu into Republican
is a conservative vote: it is the vote both the beginning and the
New X
in the state if he is allowed to
X Mexico.
x SQUARE DEAL FOR THE RAIL- that realizes that on the
of party
ROADS.
X
It was a good legislature and X
President Taft, the continuance of seat his delegation."
Mr. Bryan likened Colonel Lyons'
X despite the barking of the yel- - X
There is coming about an adjust- true Republican policies, depends the
X lows, it is beginning to filter X ment of the relations between
the welfare not only of the nation but of control in Texas to the old English
X through the minds
of the X railroads and the public. The latter every individual businessman, every "rotten boroughs."
"Under Colonel Lyons' system," he
X voters that the
X is beginning to understand that the farmer, every working man.
Republican
X legislators did their work care- - X public service
But after all, it is difficult to guess said, "each county is given one vote
corporations are not
X fully,
It is much in the state convention, and an addithoughtfully,
patriotic- - X getting a "square deal" In many re- what the people want.
X ally.
spects. The public is an accessory to easier to determine what is best for tional vote for each five hundred votX
many of the acts charged to the rail- them. The people have repeatedly ers in the country. As a result, one
roads. Many an otherwise honest given evidence of a capacity for blun- hundred and thirty western counties,
WHY SANTA FE SHOULD HAVE A man or woman who would not think dering, of defeating the good and con- which cast about 3,000 votes, have a
of stealing from a neighbor, will use scientious
man
and choosing
the voice in the convention wholly disPLAY GROUND.
proportionate to that of Dallas, which
an
of
railroad
for
Barabbas
charlatan,
and
or
evade
crying
expired
ticket,
Far from being a sentimental fad,
alone casts that many votes."
the payment of a street car fare. crucifying Christ.
the movement toward the care and
The real sentiment in Texas, deno
There
are
of
stings
conscience,
betterment of children touches upon and
the person guilty of the fraud GOVERNOR VETOES SALARY BILL clared Mr. Bryan, was for Taft.
one of the fundamental principles ot
There would have been a large mathe nation, says the National Monthly. does not feel that he is sinning
for the President through the
jority
any
The
against
particular
person.
(Continued From Page One.)
Of all extravagances that a nation
state, he said, and a big majority in
railroad
has
and is now at the
been,
can indulge in that of dissipating its
the state convention, but for Colonel
mercy of the corporation baiter and $1375, insurance clerk
$900; corporayouth is the most insane because it the political
Lyons "political
brigandage" and
From time tion clerk $000; official
sandbagger.
strikes at the root of its strength. to time, in practically
stenographer "steam roller methods'' by which "Restate in $600, it being suggested that
every
the cor- publican voters were disfranchised."
Caring for the children of today is to the union,
politicians inColonel Lyon was charged by Mr.
safeguard the nation for the morrow. troduce legislation, either for the pur- poration commission, if it finds these
employes necessary, may pay them out Bryan with the "worst
The most important factor in any pose of
or for the purpose of the
type of political
$10,000 contingency appropria- brigandage."
state, city or town are the men and of forcing the railroads to pay tribute. tion.
Mr. Bryan said that Colonel
women who have made it, and investi- There is no doubt about this. It is a
Lyon
gation has shown that citizens are matter of common knowledge.
jcpiointed his own county chairmen
Any GRASS WIDOWERS GET
and
made
made or marred in 'heir youth.
up "paper lists" of dele-- I
person recognizes the inEVEN WITH THEIR WIVES fates ana credentials
from counties
No wiser words were ever uttered justice of this condition. The rights
where, "there were not two Republi-- !
than these: 'Crime is but the result of the railroads are no less than the
While Latter Are
Sea can votes."
Enjoying
of misdirected energy," a result show- rights of any individual. Each is enBreezes, Former Go on a
Wrecked Texas Republicans.
ing later the effects of unwise disci- titled to exactly the same consideraMoonlight "Pic-ni"Anyone who has wrecked the Repline, of neglect and abuse. Young tion. In the past it has not been true,
Deming. N. M June 15 The follow- publican party as he has wrecked it
things in ist have play and recreation that railroads could expect impartial ing leave, tomorrow for Los
Angeles in Texas ought to be recalled.''
and
enactment
enforcement of laws to
for the best development of their facand other points in California to spend
"If you let him run
things four
ulties, it is their right, one that is be- safeguard the .interests of its stock- several weeks
in recreation : Mrs. Ar- years longer there will be no Republi-- i
holders.
No
restriction
is
on
placed
ing recognized by the earnest, honest
can
,'
party."
thinkers of the day. Exercise, no less the individual or private corporation thur Raithel, Mrs. H. G. Bush, Mrs.
Since 1896, he
Thos.
the Republi-- j
than mental training, equips the child as to the extent of earnings, but the Miss Milster, Mrs. Henry Meyer, anfl can vote declined asserted,
from 160,000 cast for
Miss McKeyet
Fay McKeyes.
railroads are hedged about with re10 make the citizen.
Games are a faclegislation and regulation as will visit Mrs. W. R. Merrill in San McKinley to 26,000 cast for governor
tor in their growth. Sports and games strictive
:iu 1910.
to make it practically impossible for Diego, California.
in chi'dhood train the mind and body
"Colonel Lyon does not want a Re- As a result of this summer's exodus
the stockholders to secure a fair reto meet the larger and more importturn on the amount invested.
of Deming matrons, there will be giv- P'itmcan party in Texas, he wants a
ant situations of womanhood and of
It is time for a new deal. The en at Fay wood Springs Saturday even-i- white party," he said.
manhood.
Committeeman Lyon conducted the
a Sjmroer Widower's Ball, those
stockholders,
employes, and officials
No more
movement of the railroad company should realRoosevelt
significant
He declared
argument.
to
autin
Faywood
going
participating
than the recognition of the child's ize that their acts as members of
the omobiles. A complete list is not ob- hat all contests of Taft delegates to
to
the state convention had been reguplay has taken place iu the corporation are not devoid of personal tainable at
right
present, but those promitwentieth century. The establishing responsibility, and that
them- nently mentioned as leaders in this larly acted upon. The Roosevelt forces
they
of city playgrounds is an enlightened selves constitute the railroad. On the
movement to break the womanless controlled the state convention by a
investment whose results will be other hand, the people are coming to
monotony of their households are the good majority, he said. He presented
gained not today or tomorrow, but far a clearer conception of the fact that
H. H. Ke!ly, A. W. Pol records to show that 209 out of 239
following:
in the future.
They will
develop the term "corporation" is a legal fic- lard, Clarence Hon, C. J. Laughren, J counties were represented and that
strong children who must pass on the tion, and that back of It are men who M. Williams, H. G. Bush, Thos. Mils- 179 of these were for Roosevelt.
A motion to endorse Taft, Colonel
gift of life to the generations to come. are rendering a service to the public, ter and Arthur Raithel. Sunday foi
The deve'opment of the faculties and who are in truth public servants,
auto- Lyon claimed, was defeated in the
ball
will
in
be
the
spent
lowing
makes good citizens and in no other but who, even as such, have rights as mobile
to 13
rides around the picturesque state convention 1G3
school is development so noticeable inalienable as that of the public.
Colonel Lyon presented documents
of Faywood. The City of
environs
as in that one where play is wisely dirRocks, Trujillo Canyon, Oldtown on tending to show that under the system
THE POINT OF VIEW
ected. It is the basic principle of the
and numbers of other of representation established in Texas,
Colonel Roosevelt's friends assert, the Mimbres,
kindergarten, it should be the recogbe
will
visited, and the party the Roosevelt forces had a clear manized principle in the care of children in effect, that while the Kentucky vo- places
to Deming Sunday night by jority in the state convention
return
will
in all communities.
ters did not support Roosevelt, they
The Child's Right to play is the should have done so", and that, there- starlight.
FOR SALE A lot of second npna
clarion note of the century.
fore, the delegates from the state In
belting, hangers, pulleys, ana shaftMINES AND MINING.
question should be counted in Rooseing; one 12 horse power end one 22
velt's column.
REAL PROGRESSIVENESS.
horse power Leffel Engine, tlrst cla
Grant County.
Here is the point of view of the diThere Is a constructive progressive-nes- s
cars of ore condition; one 40 horse power locoThere were thirty-onmotive type holler capable of carrying
that is the sign of true states- vinely appointed leader again. Ken- shipped from Lordsburg lust week.
75 pounds of steam, passvj upon by
tucky's vote should be counted for
Lincoln County.
manship.
There is a
Wm. Franklin is doing work on the Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
progressiveness Roosevelt, because, if Kentucky had
that merely tears down and which "is done the right thing, it would have Collector at Jicarilla for the Revenue piping and valves; a 50 gallon gnso-lincan Company ot Chicago. There is some
the progressiveness of the demagogue cast its strength on the third-tertank, with other sundry Items.
taking'advantage of a natural feeling didate's side.
very good ore in sight on the claim. Any of these items will be sold cheap
of dissatisfaction with existing conBut, alas, the American voter does Littel Brothers are doing some work if taken at once. If Inter.8teil additions that is as old as the world so many things that he ought not to on the Summit claim with good pro dress the Now Merle K Printing Comdo. Good people have discovered this pecta in sight.
end will never cease to exist.
pany, SanU Fe, New Melico.
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JOHNSON IS DROPPING
RAPIDLY IN WEIGHT.
Difference

self

Between Flynn and HimProbably Be Only 20
Pounds on July 4.
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(H. v'. Lanlgan.)
East Las Vegas, N. M., June 13.
"Flynn is too small for Johnson.''
"When the betting starts Lil' Artha
will be a 1 to 20 choice at least."
Those were the two pet cracks of
the dear old public and the boxing
experts generally when J. Hawkshaw
Curley constructed the
Flynn-Johnso-

difference in weight

PALEN,

j

J.

President.

Cashier.
Assistant

B. READ.

F. McKANE,

A. HUGHES,

I

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

CTrjiiMraT71Mff'rgfiri1i

I

III

lillliliH

Willi II

il'MI

1

1

HIIII

Cashier.
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match.
The championship contest Is exactly
20 days off. Right now there is 31
pounds

I L.

How About That Fire Insurance? ;

between

the two scrappers. Johnson tipped the
scales at 223 pounds after completing
his toil yesterday.
Flynn did 192
pounds. Lil' Artha admits that now
that the excessive embonpoint is coming off so easily he is anticipating
scaling even finer than he first pre-

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

Think About It!

Then Act!

scribed.
When the dusky champion
began to get ready for the July 4 hat-tihe stated that he wanted to reduce
his bulk to 215. So nicely" has the
fi;th disappeared that Johnson now
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS,
says he exjiects to toe the mark
against Flynn weighing 212.
Flynn is down to 192 and where
Tommy Ryan said a week ago that he
expected the Puebloan to get as low-a178 or ISO and enter the
ring at
around the 183 notch, he chirped a dif
ferent tune this morning.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
"Jim does not have to reduce much
further," remarked the sage of Syracuse at fight headquarters before
hitching old Dobbins to the shay and
starting to drive to the Montezuma
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
training camp. "The muscles are now
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
crowding through and there is little
Central Location.
if any fat noticeable. After all, I may
put Jim in the ring weighing around
THOS. DORAN,
192 pounds."
Large Sample Rooms.
If Flynn makes that figure on
the
fourth, and Johnson conies in at 212,
there will only be 20 pounds difference
in the weights and in a heavyweight
combat that is not far om even up
The betting has opened and while
report has had it the past fortnight
that there was some 5 to 2 money obDayii&iNight.
tainable, neither Jack Curley nor John
O. Talbot, the official
Furnished room.1; in connection. Rot & Cold itaths. Electric Lights
betting commissioner of the match, has been able to
G. LUPE HERRERA,
find any of it. Curley has written in- 22 San Francisco'Street
::
::
Prop
to Chicago, New York, Denver, Pittsburg, Kansas City and all the other
big cities, requesting pals of his to
ACDIDENT& HEALTH INSURANCE. Easy Payments.
Easy Payments.
grab that reputed 5 to 2 stuff, but thus
A Very Small Monthly Cash Premium Will Give You
far he has not been able to get down
a single simoleon.
BEST COMHiyiATIOX ACCIDENT AND HEALTH 1MSURANCE WRITTEN'
Talbott's prices
Illness ana Accident Benefits pay you 20.00 to 1120.00 per month.!
go up Saturday and while he expects
to open Flynn a 5 to 2 shot he states
This Policy Covers Every Accident and Every Illness
that he is confident that price won't
Let Us Explain It to You.
room 21 capital. city
last an hour. Furthermore, Talbott
GENERAL AGENTS
& HALL
HALL
bank bldg.
states that he thinks 7 to 10 will be
the best figure obtainable the day oi
me contest.
e

THP Mnill THM.PQDP fnMPANV
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The Montezuma Hotel,
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

Prorpietor.

Coronado Restaurant

Short Orders run

Regular Meals 25c

ZARAPERIAMEXICANA,

MAKKET REPORT

MANUFACTURER OF

Closing Quotations.
Xew York, X. Y., June 15. Call
money nominal; piime paper nominal;
silver, 01
Mexican dollars, 48;
copper, nominal; tin nominal;
lead
nominal; amalgamated, 84
sugar
130
Atchison, 106
Great
Northern 133; New York Central,
117
Northern Pacific, 119 B;
Southern Pacific,
Reading 164
109
Union Pacific, 167
steel,
68
steel, pfd., 110
Lead and Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., June 15. Lead firm
4.42
Spelter strong 6.S56.90.
Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, 111., June 15. Wheat July
105
Sept. 103
Corn July 72
Sept. 71
Oats July 49
Sept. 40
Pork July 18.57
Lard July 10.S2
Ribs July 10.37
Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., June 15. Wool market steady; territory and western mediums 16tlS; fine mediums 1517;
fine 1015.
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Mo., June 15. Cattle-Rece- ipts
1300, including 200 southerns.
Market steady. Native steers $6.75
southern
steers $5.75 (8.25;
9.25;
southern cows and heifers $3.505.50;
native cows and heifers $3.258.50;
stockers and feeders $4.25 6.75; bulls
calves $4.50 8.25; west$4.00(06.50;
ern steers $5.75 8.75; western cows
2

$3.50

6.50.

Market 5
Hogs
Receipts 1,000.
to 10c lower. Bulk of sales $7.20
7.45; heavy $7.40 7.50; packers and
butchers $7.257.45-- lights $7.00
7.30; pigs $5.75 6.75.
Sheep
Receipts none. Market
Muttons $3.755.0O; lambs
steady.
$6.0O8.85; range wethers and year
lings $4.006.00; range ewes $3.00
4.25; Texas goats $2.753.25.
Chicago, 111., June 15. Cattle Receipts 100, market strong. Beeves,
;

$C.209.40; Texas steers, $6.608.25;

western steers, $6.808.30; cows and
2.90 8.30; calves, , $5.50
heifers,

MEXICAN

RUGS, PILLOW

BLANKETS,

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly

Send for Price List.
1

19

Don Gaspar Avenue.

western
$4.757.00;
western,
lambs, native, t$4.508.00;
dull.

Natives. $3.255.15;

Jt'.505.15;
$4.75

8.15.

Filled.

yarlings,

..

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

.

WILD HORSE DASHES INTO
OCCUPIED CARRIAGE.
Deming, N. As,, j?une 15. One oi
Dr. Swopes' Kentucky thoroughbred
horses became disengaged from the
vehicle he was drawing yesterday afternoon, and dashed down Silver avenue wild with fright. He ran into the
rear of a carriage containing Mrs.
Chris Raithel and airs. Edgar Hepp
with several children, overturned the
carriage and spilled the occupants onto the ground. No one was seriously
hurt. The rear wheels were broken
from the carriage.
MINES
FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.
The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand already bound, civil
and criminal dockets, especially zna.de
up for the use of Justices of the
Peace. They have printed headlines
in either Spanish or English on good
paper, well bound with leather, back
and cornersS, with canvass sides.
Full index in front an a list of the
fees of the Justice of the Peace and
Constables printed in full on the first
page. The pages are 1
These books ar- made up In civil and
criminal dockets separate of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, with 80
pages civil and 320 pages criminal,
civil or .criminal $2.7R each. Combined civil and criminal
4.00. For
$.50 additional these books will be
sent by mail or prepaid express. Cash
must accompnay order Stat plainl?
whether English or Spanish is want
ed.
, ;

of

The following are the time table
the local railroads:
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."

Leave

8:i0 a.

'

'to connect With No.- - 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
m.,

p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. in.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. in. to connect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
eastbound
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35.
p. m.

Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to
with No. 8 eastbound and No. 9
westbound.
Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30
con-ne-

p. m.

f
Passengers for the Belen
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20
Connection leaves Albuquerque at 7:55 P. m. instead of 2:20-am.
etit-of-

';

6

.

D. & R. G. Ry.

Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY

Leave 12:45 p. zn., connects with
No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!,
from No. 3 east.

If you use embossed
stationery, you
can do no better than nlacine vnnr nr.
Market
11,000.
der with the New Mexican Printing
Hogs Receipts,
dull, 5 to 10c 'under yesterday's averJ
prices will be quoted upon request
age. Light, $7.007.40; mixed, $7.05
The New exTcan
nntlng Com. Our styles and foraaa are strictly up-tdate.
7.45; heavy, $7.007.50; rough, $7.00 pany is always prepared to, turn out
7.20; pigs, $5.156.85! bulk of sales, your brief and transcript work quick7.30'7.40.
New Mexican want ads. a.' way
ly, and at the right price. Give ui
. Market'i a trial
7,000.
Sheep Receipts!
bring results.
'

8.50.

(

.

i

.
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tnny otae, Da tty
UNITED STATES BANK

9

Phone,

Does a General Banking

.(

!Great Bargains

;

Cxlllet,

4t

We Do What We Advertise

MILLINERY

Attorney H.

i

B.

J

-

hc--

STEPHENS.

Asst. Cashier

. GRIfFIK

.

Safety Spelled the
Way
Jamison and U C.
of
arrived from Albuquerque last
evening and are guests ;it the Palace.
A. C. Cutely, vice consul at ColomIt wiil pay you to compare our (ioods and Prices before buy-inj no, t eyiou,
inuia, is a guest at the
Talace. He is on a six months vacaWe carry a complete line of
tion.
125 Palace Ave.
She "warbled lays melodious"
Colonel R. E. Twit.-hellDRY GOODS AND MILLINERY.
assistant
She would not think of sineine
solicitor for the Sanla Fe system in
In agony she "wrung her hands.'
convention.
The former is ou!suok,.ii
.New .Mexico, was on- - of last
evening's in favor of the ciinrli.bicv nf r,,i,.,...i
That was a jiainful wringing.
arrivals.
SANTA FE,
Joe Berardinelli. the star baseball Roosevelt, while .Mr. Page is believed!
NEW MEXICO.
to favor the reiioiiiination of President,
He -- hurst into a hearty laugh;"
player, left this afternoon lor Albu 'Fa ft.
And after he had burst,
Major Llewellyn, while noi a
where
he
will
querque
piny with the delt'l'Mtra lnu.- t,, C 1, t . ... ....
v ..
'.,.-A
wasting sickness laid him low."
Grays.
Would it had laid him firsl.
up' for Teddy, as he expressed it just j
Mrs. J. j. Haaerman of Tioswell has before
boarding his train for the east.
gone to San Fram-is10 attend the
Are you surprised the editors
Albuquerque Journal.
TT
convention of the Federated Women's
"
.Seek constantly h, n,.e us''
Mrs. Hugo Sea berg and daugnter.l
I
Chilis.
We too would flee if wo f.niiM oo
Agnes returned this morning
from'
.Mrs. Jacob Weltmer and daughter,
Oursels as it hers see us."
Washington, 1). C, where .Miss Agnes
.Mrs. liurrows
of
Fa nuingt on.
San has been attending the National Ca- K
The Editor.
Juan county, arrived this evening from thedra! School. Raton
V,
Reporter.
Antonno.
J. Uoyd .McCormick and J. II. Wa!k-'tThis was the (ptietest week socially
Frank Bond, the Espanola ntercha.it.! or of Santa
md L. D. Elliott and'
lor the past ninety days excepting not
For One Week we will slash ON'E'THSRD off the
accompanied by J. v. Esau, of Quiii-- I W. A. Dttnlavy of Willard,
even Lem. The return of the
iasseu
legis CV, iilitlOis Was hniinrt tr,. Vcw.w,!.,
Prices on all WAISTS and SKIRTS. Regular
through
m
an
yesterday
auto
lators ami menfamilies to their!
!..;:!:.;
for Carlsbad. They are just out see-SEE DISPLAY I.N WINDOW, AND STEP IN AND
homes has left a void to which S:.t.ta this forenoon.
MAKE A SFLFCTIGX
District Attorney Alexander liead is ins the Pecos valley. Roswel! Xews.
re nasn t rnntp ji,T'nyt,-i,w.,;oirD
!
REMEMBER,
Ironic
OFF
from
ma
where
he
,...,.
Hp
Aztec,
Hn'.
""fuu t umiuencement
r,,'ord 88 !K-.itiiiexercises brought manv visitor. white!-00- "
Claribel Fischer's Birthday
attorney
Party
tlns
"
' court
Miss Claribel Fischer, a favorite
the l)e Vargas procession t,,,,,.,,.,,.,,.
ADOLF
C"ni(J'
'Ierk A. II. .McCord of tht uie ounger set, who
.......
DRY GOODS
has led
f
ni.n.i.o- finished
h
senemI's 0,!'"'p i,mI Mrs- M ...f,.. n, .i.ru, cuuise wim honors
way, one coming from as far awav
ihisj
S" a''e ej-vi,he I'"1-'- "
Colombo, Cevlon. St Michael's 'col-- i
yiar tind is counting on leaving this; S.i!i.5ilSXSX-iXfall for college, this: ur.,.1.- ..1ii,,.,,...r
lege commencement week after ov, spa brwzes at Lo"K ,!l'!"'hMrs- w- D- Shea and .Mrs. W
O. bet' Kpvvmiiiutifl, h;..,
will be the last of- the n i
t, ,)..,. ii
ii tuua.r
niin et sai v
until luu rA
a,m
nave arrived a! by gathering around her a few
ereises. It takes place on San Juan's
of bet
,
v
Th
Anarch's
fv...
c.i.wi
.....
o
A
r
n
n
w.
i
ii
uu
ori
i;
in. iiifi "
number nf Sttnta
"
day.
pii k n'
ji
..ii,
ll uiv JlOl U llll'lttlIII
,.,.i..
Lue
"ii
ouiniirri
coast.
are planning to leave the day follow
i.tciuc
her home on Wavh ft fill !i Vl.lllln
.Mr. and Mrs. C I. Tiivinr
tv,v,i guests came in picnic clothes, some in
ing tor laos where on June 27. the
new Catholic church will be dedicated Taylor and Kenneth This of Kansas their basket ball suits, and had an enan automobile party joyable romp in audition to
oy Archbishop J. U. Pitaval.
On next City, comprise
games and
Tuesday, the orphans of St. Vincent's ,011 the wey from Kansas Citv to Los a. good time generally.
A cafeteria
Angeles.
I.
will picnic in the Santa Fe canon,
inch was served and partaken nf in
Mrs. Fred H. MeCabe is anticipating I he shade of the
and a force of men has been hnv
trees Thm-r- j
flli
the
pleasure of a visit from her sister the birthday cake, of course, with
the past two weeks getting the Scenic
Highway into safe condition for the Mrs. Sarah Astler, of Sttnta Fe, who ring, money and thimble, the ring gotwenty automobiles kindly loaned for ,wi)l arrive in Taos next Saturday.
ing to Miss Hazel Sparks, the mone
Taos Valley Recorder.
the purpose of taking the orphans
to
Miss Isabel Walker and the thimble
up
Miss Lena Seheurich is visiting in to Miss Helen Winter. A
tne canon.
sunset walk
Santa
Fe this week, and attended the to the
a
NOTHING
top of Fort Marcy wound up
celebration of the otlth anniversary of the red letter
B. Field came up from
day in Miss Fischer's
Attorney
the founding of the Sisters of Loretto. almanac.
More Beautiful Ever Seen in Santa Fe
The guests were: Misses
Albuquerque yesterday.
Taos Valley Recorder.
Miriam Cartwright,
Helen Winter,
Traveling Auditor Howell Ka meet
Alfonso Vigil, son of Hon. and Mrs.
left last evening for Clavton
Hayward, Dorothy Safford
J X. Vigil, of Tallin, is expected to ar- uorothy
G. Atkinson,
t'lanche Roberts, Hazel Sparks. Ben-laAKERS-WAGNE- R
selling hardware,
rive
home
CO.
from
Santa
Fe
Saturday
Riddle, Charlotte Wientge, Isabel
on local hardware merchants
where he has been attending St. Walker, Thelma
Also Oldest Undertaking Firm in Santa Pe Co.
aad
Stephens
.Michael's college. Taos Valley Rerwht Calls Promntlv Answered
II. E.
Cergere.
of the state depart- corder.
ment of education went to
.Mrs. A. W. Pollard and
daughter of ARIZONA'S DEM. SOLONS
this morning.
,,,,,.,,. t..
rieniiiiir. are KiiemHmr t lit,
B.
former chairman of thp
ARE AT LOGGERHEADS
Portage, Wis., and w ill be joined there
board of equalization, was one of
later
Mr.
Pollard.
by
will
They
go
li,stj
FIRE
evening's arrivals.
Assembly of Neighboring tate Gives
INSURANCE
i mm
FIRE
mere tor a trill over the
UProofs
oi
of
Many
Utter
tv.;.
akes
to
.
Quebec.
.vi.sLiiiiuiuiai convention, arrived
Assistant Superintendent of Public
last evening from Socorro.
District Judge K. C. Abbott will re- Instruction Filadelfo Baca went to
Phoenix. Ariz., June 13. The liUO (
turn this evening from Aztec where he Las Vegas this evening to attend
ii.ssed finally the bill appropriating
commencement exercises at Lor.
held a successful term of court.
For Large Lot with House, condition of House
immaterial,
his daught't. nancy for payment of the salary of
W. F. Brogan will arrive tomorrow academy from which
in
CO
outskirts of city, at a REASONABLE PRICE. If ycu cr.
ie governor's private
and
from Albuquerque to take an editorial Miss Eloisa Baca, grnluates.
secretary,
v. bill
have such a property let us know about it at once.
appropriating $;ii(iu for the exMrs. Leona Logue of Rtiton. has arC
position with the Xew Mexican.
75
Clyde Ely, formerly city editor of rived to instruct the normal institute penses of the militia.
Governor Hunt signed the bill which
the Xew Mexican, spent the week on the next two weeks. The institute
his ranch in the Espanola valley.
thus far has been very interesting. establishes a uniform method nf a,-Room 8, Capital City Bank
Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Miss Emma McKean of Taos is a 1 here are more than forty enrolled ; counting for state officers. Bills pro
I
for
a funding and loan commit
visitor in the capital today. She is a and some forty are to be added on viding
I
sion and a two percent tax on
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
Monday.
LIABILITY
'..ister of Attorney W. M. McKean.
I
E. R. Wright, of Santa Fe, and preniioum receipts of foreign insur- - i
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval will go to K. Judge
H.
.nice
McElroy, a Tticumcari lawyer,
companies have passed both
Taos on June 23 to dedicate the fine
new church recently completed there. were in Raton the ear.v nart of the houses and were this forenoon sent to
week in connection with the cno nf the governor
Tn-the wrecked Tticumcari bank, which)
' industrial school removal con-- j
was before ,Tudge l.ieb in chambers
j troversy
was settled today so far as
Raton Reporter.'
j the Senate
is concerned by the adop- LL1NERY BARGAINS Mr. and
Mrs. Charles P. Downs ar-- t'(,n of a measure putting the selection
rived at Roswell Monday, enrotite from of a site in the hands of a board
of
Santa Fe to Alamogordo in their tour-- j control. The Cluff ranch .in Graham'
car.
ing
They have been delayed by county is given first consideration and
'
heavy rains, but are expected to reach after that, the h.,:,i-,,t.v v,.:.. ....
C.
Alamogordo at any time. Alamogordo judgment
News.
Phone, Black 204.
415 Palace Avenue.
::::
Only one bill was passed by the
Representative Curry was appointed Senate yesterday afternoon and that
by Speaker Clark as nail bearer at was a measure providing for
the funeral of Representative R. C. a bridge in Xavaio f'nuntv f'ni-building
nit
....Kline, oi Louisiana. I hey were an appropriation was made. In the
reared on joining plantations. Mr. House snvoat
Southeast of Plaza.
Curry goes from Louisville to the Chi-- j bills passed on some of which pnrtic-cagPforptahr:d
convention, then return to
the bill relating to the militia,
"AS ITKERS SEE US."
(By Mae Peregrine.)
The maid "broke into tears." indeed,
It was an awful break:
anaiien by sobs r slender frami
Was't not a heartless shake?

Your Patronage Solicited

W.

209-W-

Social and Personal

CAPITAL 850,000 00

1. &.I.AUGHUN, President

u W.J acobs

No. 434 San Francisco Street.

TRUST CO.

&

rAGE FIVE

the balance

New

this month

:

BENJAMIN'S CLOTHING

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,

g.

,

.

'

JULIUS H. GERDES,

Established

1856.

j
'

1903

Incorporated

TO YOUR OUTFIT WHEN

f

YOU MAKE YOUR

ei r"
I1C

ii

j

Summer Trip or Vacation
You need go no
.

j

t

further than here to find

,

A SWELL LINE OF TRAVELING GOODS

t

The Great Big Ones ; Steamer Trunks, always useful
Cases in a great variety of leathers.

SELIGMAN BROS.

ONE-THIR-

.

;

Suit

r;.J,i

Ci

SELIOM

as'f"""

X

...

-

""''"

j

i

price may be.

Ladies' White Nubuck Shoes, . . .
The New Colonial Slippers in white,
tan, gun metal and patent, . . .
Children's White Nubuck Shoes, . .

I

.'.

'.

AND
TRAVELING BAGS 'SHAPE2
something to
of

SALE

-

THE BEST LINE ON THE MARKET,
" A. B. C." TRUNKS,
.

suit you, no matter what your range

Mlm mi

I

1!

.

Artistic Parlor Furniture

$4.00

ff
t.UU

ii

I

a

j

Leather and Green Velvet

$2. 1 0

.

GOMNffl,

'

P. O. Box, 219.

THE

Phone 36.

FURNITURE

Con-suel-

Asp-hin-

-

I

SURETY

ESTATE

BONDS-R- EAL

I

Improved and Unimproved Business, Residence
and Ranch
Land Grants, Timber
I Lands and Property.
Mining Property. We have everyin
the line of First-ClaInvestments.
thing
V

u

2

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

.

5

WE HAVE A PURCHASER

2

j

ss

n

rr

i

U

O. C. WATSON & CO.

I!

-

I

mw

n.

.

rhone, Ked 189.
:
119 San Francisco St.,
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

I
ill

Oriental Poppies, Sweet Peas, Pansies,
White and Purple Iris,
Columbines and Clove Pinks.

i

MULLIGAN & RISING,

FOR THE

NEXT
TWO WEEKS

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice,
i

Why Wait?

W.

a

JUNE WEDDINGS

y

ins,on'

fihts

har(1

male.
In the Senate a large part
wel'e

Leslie Ruff of Monte Vista, Colo.,
of the
and Miss Freda Henderson of Espa-jtimwas devoted to consideration of
nola, were united in marriatre hv Rev- the bill relating to school lands which
James M. Shinier at five o'clock yes- has become in a
large measure a poThe wedding was litical question. The Senate has rec- terday afternoon.
j
at the home' of II. S. Lutz. The bride ommended
for passage the House bill
ana groom ett tor their home in w Inch
forbods the sale of lands, but alMonte Vista this morning.
lows a lease for ninety-ninUSE
years.
Superintendent Coggeshall, Mayor Public lands in the state affected by
Celso Lopez, Alderman George W. the bill are estimated to be
worth
Armijo and School Director James L $S,IM(,(MH1.
Seligman, leave tomorrow morning in
The fight over the removal of the
AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLES
the government auto on a visit to the
industrial school is still on, hut so
ARE OVER.
Indian pueblos north of Santa Fe to
much bitterness has developed that
extend a personal invitation to all of
there is little prospect of anything
the Indian chiefs and warriors to par--,
Flour quality varies acbeing done at his session. Represen
in
De
the
to
Vargas
ticipate
procession. tative Cocke introduced a
cording wheat quality.
motion in
Poor wheat means poor
Mr. ana sirs ..antes J. Sulhvan and
the Hose fo,. 1Journinent S;tturday.
and
a
who
mak(h.Id
are
chauffeur,
flour
,
means
flour, poor
c
(he
' h
,
ing an auto trip from Artefua, Eddy!,
poor bread. The gluten
a i"irun incut IU IIJC UllaLlllI lull
to
to
and
thence
..
.
.
,
Wyoming,
county,
in hard wheat is the ele,et,,on ln reu'
"'",,u"
Kansas City, arrived last evening and:
ment that makes the
n November
are stonnimr at the Montezuma. Thev:n,ary and blnlHy
bread raise. Hard wheat
road from Roswell to San-- ! thereafter' was killed- - there bei"S bul
the
report
is rich in gluten that's
" "'""
ta Fe in fine condition, coming via """
"",J
made
tatives
the
why it's hard. The more
declaring
siches
the
Vaughn, Encino,
Pankey pasture
gluten the wheat con- and Lamv.
xcentine the steen hill blh a awe subterfuge to avoid hold- less
tains the
flour you
this side of Lamy, which a little work lnS aly election whatever.
have to use that's why
would put In splendid condition.
ut"'- - "
the use of BOSS PATENT
Mrs. Koeeel of Raton the charming D,u
WESTERN NEW MEXICO.
FLOUR means real econ- wife of Walter Koegel of the office of! T1
((
!...
mvmw
'"K If
company oit Aiuu.iuer
Traveling Auditor Howell Earnest, ar- omy, better results and
.. rr...
...... :.i , has
k
r,
rn
"llle
rived
will
henceforth
and
last
evening
better treatment of your
be a resident of Santa Fe. Mr. and concluded negotiations for the pur- digestive organs. :: ::
Mrs. Koeeel are at home in the Witt- - chase of vast holdings of timber land
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, nian house near the federal building. in western New Mexico, and has ac- of a
A special train of thirteen ears car- tually begun the' construction
rying an excursion of women's clubs rflilroad line from Perea station, west
Grapes, Oranges,
to the federation meeting at San of Guam, on the Santa Fe coast lines,
r?T1
"C
CniMtio-Tt A
n
ounu
Pari
rronnlcnr,
111 Cnnta
i c v. i ov,V
iiuv n miii ii'Of rtltin
tunc miles
nim nfrivA
ii.ci Pnr.l
uuiiia r
aiuic in
10.15 a. m., on next Thursday and will away, and a saw mill at the springs
remain unui n.vi v. in. ojieciai m- - wnicn will nave a capacity oi
FRESH
VEGETABLES
DAILY ' rangements are being made to enter feet per day.
tain the visitors.
Holm O. Bursum of Socorro, Greg LIGHTNING KILLS HERDER
NEAR TRINIDAD, COLO.
ory Page, of Gallup and Major W. H.
H. Llewellyn, of Las Cruces. were in
Frederico Romero, a sheep herder,
H.
KAUNE
CO, Albuquerque yesterday, leaving in the 26 years old, was struck by lightning
.,
.1
r, f .
pkUnnn
in Union county near the Colorado
mm rt
atten the Republican national con lino nnrl Instantlv Vlllorl thirtv.flvo
Mpserc Bursum and Page! miles east of here, while driving his
vpntfnn
are delegates from New Mexico to the
j

TAUPERT,

S. KAUNE

CO.

j

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

::

Accurate

r
f See Our
Fine Selections and Get Our Prices.
r- -

-

1 1 1

f

1 lettable

JenktH. C.

YONTZ,

San Francisco

Street

Boss Patent Flour

::

Work-Qu-

::

MEW MEXICO.

Returns

ick

!

.

11

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
Just Received,

i

st

New

I

You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

S

HACK SERVICE

For Hire at Popular Prices-Bug- gie.
CORRICK'S HACK LINE

:::

and Saddle Horses.
THEODORE CORRICK,

Phona Rlaelc 0

i

!

'204 W. Palace Ave.

Prop'

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
1

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

FACTORY WOOD
SAW ED WOOD
CORD W OOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot

j

j

Inspect Them.

B. TONNIES,

"t"""-

inp nf

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes

FIRST-CLAS-

Line of Sterling Silver Ware

In the Beautiful and New Orange Blossom, Chippendale
tv r cA mh
A
I 1
KJ I
l
U ATucn
f TTrri
CKil.

'

E. LAS VEGAS,

j.

s With the Finest

e

e

Dispensing Optician,

AkCONVERY,

-

Wash-juiarl-

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

I

JAMES

MISS A. MUGLER.
n.

I

'

i

i

11

Grape Fruit, Apples.

S.

i.

8

Wtiere Prices are Lowest
for bafe Quality.

I

I

,BEW
nff

1

a

V

MLXICaN PEINTIM
Local Agents for

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combined.
A Drsk Unit with few

B

or

many Book Units as desired.
Toe only perfect combination
desk and bookcaje ever made.
Roomy, convenient, attrac- ttve. We want to show you
its advantages and possi- bilities. Ctfi, write of phone

a

H

Q
ML
'(g,

us about

it'

CO.
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Louis Rocky

Pacific
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M

v

H

40

10
10
HI
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20
35
50

1
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31
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9
u
7

128
4S

2 05
r2 35
3

76
82

2J

3 30
3 IS
3 48
4 05

M
tig
94

-)

am

P

(3) 20

12

8 30
8 15
S 05
7 45
7 25
6 50
6 30

T.v

Ar

i

Koeblw Junction. ....
Colfax
Cerrososo

Lv
(Jlmarron
Ar
Jlmarroii
Nash
Harlan
Vf Park, N.M... Lv

Ar

is

9 24
9 0?
8 50
8 20

BfieMrOn

i,y

...

7 Si

Mclui'.l'e

Ar

j

9 00
8 M

Ollfton Houso
Katon. N. M.
Raton, N. M
"''.fton House

.

.

.

...

8 02
7 45

.

am

5 00
4 52
1 42
4 25

-

p m

Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
5 Stage for Van Houten.
X.
M., for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9 a. m., daily
Ute
leaves
Park,
Stage
of bagexcept Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $::.50 round trip; fifty pounds

gage carried free.

C. & S. train leaves Des Moines,
rives from the south at 4:38 a. ru.

X. M., for

p. m.; ar-

the south at 11:11

F. M. WILLIAMS,
General Passenger Agent.

SUMMER TOURIST RITES

Stations East and West

Stations on the Denver

Gives the Real Facts fa Regard
Her Case and Tells How She

Suffered.

to

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney arii Counselor at Law.
ilooms
Capital City BanK Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1- S

Assistant District Attorney, Firs

Jonesboro, Ark. "I Buffered a com- Judicial District.
plete break down in health, some tima
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from this
Attorn2y-9t-Law- .
place. "I was very weak and could
- New Mexico.
- not do any work. I tried different Santa "Fe,
me
no
did
but
good.
remedies,
they
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
London Museum Places Hanson
One day, I got a bottle of Cardui. It
Attorneys-at-Ladid me so much good, I was surprised,
Cab Among Its Antique
Practice in the District Court as
more.
some
and
took
Collections.
well as before the Supreme Court ot
Before I took Cardui, I had headache the State.
and backache, and sometimes I would Las
. New Mexico.
Cruces, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
for hours. Now I am over all that,
15.
The third report cry
London, June
do all kinds of housework.
I
of the Tioard of Agriculture on the Isle and can
G. W. PRICHARD,
of Wight bee disease, eagerly anti- think it is the greatest medicine on
Attorney and Counsel a.-- at Law.
What would it mean to you to have This Stove
cipated by beemen and orchardists earth."
Practice in all the District Court
In the past fiftv years, thousands of
wno are threatened with ruin by a
saves Time
heat and dirt banished from your kitchen
and gives special attention to eases
Mrs.
like
have
ladies
McGill,
written,
It saves Labor
present epidemic of the disease among to tell of the benefit received from before the State
Supreme Court.
this summer to be free from the blazing It saves Fuel
British bees, does not inspire them Cardui.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
with
much
OU
hope.
Such
saves-Yearnest
from
It
women,
testimony,
range, free from ashes and soot ?
Discussing remedies for the mys Burely indicates the great value of this
Made with , 2 anc 3
tonic
for diseases peculiar to
finterious
concludes
remedy,
the
C. W. G. WARD,
malady,
report
burners, handsomely
Cabithat "it is exceedingly improbable that women. Are you a smtererr Yes?
ished throughout.
State District Attorney.
is the medicine you need.
Cardui
shelves,
net top, drop
any of the drugs in use will be found
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
We urge you to try it.
towel racks, etc.
to be of value in combating the disLas Vegas,
NeW Mexico.
N. B. U'ritefo: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chattawith
Free
ease." The disease has been clearly nooga Medicine Co., ChattanooR.i, Tenn., for Special
tlie
New
stove.
the
Perfection
New
Oven,
With
every
bimk, "Home Treatment
Imtnictumx, and
traced to that ancient foe of the bee- for
sendWomen," sent in plain wrapper, on request.
Perfection Stove is the most complete cooking also 5given to anyone
HARRY D. MOULTON,
keeper, Nosema apis, which is also
cents to cover mailing
Attorney-at-Law- .
device on the market. It is just as quick and ing cost.
known as the May sickness, often epiSanta Fe, New Mexico.
demic among bees in other countries.
handy, too, for washing and ironing.
Bids.
Penitentiary
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
The report advises the removal of
For Supplies for the New Mexico
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
locafrom
stocks
the present
healthy
Penitentiary, for Six Months Ending
tions, for the germs evidently remain November 30th, 1912.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Boise, Salt Lake City
in the ground, and, although a hive
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Samples will be required of all arti
may be immune itself, it can transmit cles marked with an asterisk, and Chas, F. Easley,
. Chas. R. Easley,
the disease.
The only safety, there-lore- , all samples must be labeled, showing
.
Attorneys-at-Lawis an entirely new start for the name of bidder, and name and full
Practice in the Courts and before
beekeeper.
description of article. Samples must Land Department.
be delivered to the office of the SuperMemorial to John Hampden.
Land grants and titles examined.
is planning to intendent not later than 9 o'clock a. Santa
Buckinghamshire
Fe, N. M, branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
be
raise, on June 27 in the Vale of Ay m., on June 20th, 1912. All bids to
N. M.
lesbury, a memorial to her favorite made in accordance with conditions of
furbe
will
which
blank
John
proposals,
son,
Hampden, who, according
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
to .wacauiay, wouta nave oeen tne nished by the Superintendent on ap
Attorneys-at-Laif plication. No bids otherwise roaae ww
of
his
George
Washington
country
prayer ser he had survived the terrible wounds be entertained.
Practice in all the Courts and B
Special music.
Cathedral.
A bond will be re
vice Thursday at 7:4.1 p. in. Come.
De Vargas Sunday, June 1G, 1912.
which he received
in a fight with quired from all successful bidders, for fore the Interior Department.
You are cordially invited to any or all
- New Mexico.
First mass at 6 o'clock a. m.
Taos, - Prince
at Chalgrove. the faithful fulfillment of contracts,
cavalry
Rupert's
Second mass at 9:. 10. Sermon in of these services.
within ten days of award and a certi
first
has
placed
Posterity
Hampden
JAS. M. SHIMER, Pastor.
English.
H. L. ORTIZ,
the
among
party fied check of 10 per cent of the amount
Parliamentary
Third mass at 10:30. Sermon in PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN'S DAY
which opposed Charles I., and he be- of the bid will be required to be furand Counsellor-at-Law- .
Attorney
AT ST. JOHN'S M. E. CHURCH.
Spanish.
gan the fight in Parliament as a rep- nished with the bid.
before all the Courts in
Practicing
Choir
Song
resentative of Buckinghamshire.
Lady of Guadalupe.
Groceries and Meats.
the
State.
Pastor
mass
m.
Second
Prayer
.....By
First mass 7 a.
Wild Fowl in London Park.
2000 lbs. Apples, dried.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
9.30 a. m.
Sermon in Spanish and Children's Day
Some
curious old documents offered
500 lbs. Bacon, breakfast.
Catherine Knuffman, Eugenia .Miller,
English.
for sale recently by a London dealer
50 lbs. Baking Powder, (K. C. 5 lb.
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS,
Inez Caiothers.
Church of the Holy Faith.
that the wild fowl cans.)
prove clearly
Public Stenographer.
Solo
Friday
Marjory
which occupy the lakes in the London
Services Sunday as follows: S a. m. Recitation Work and Win
S000 lbs. Beans, Mexican.
,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
were
in
in occupancy there
the
9:45
2500 lbs. Beans, Navy.
parks
Holy Communion and sermon;
I tinnot h
.ri v
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block.
f James I
One document is
a. m., Sunday
School; 11:00 a. m Song Christ's Garden
30,000 lbs. Beef, fresh.
The School r'Kn
Phone Red 162.
10 doz. Brooms, warehouse.
Morning Prayer and sermon. Topic, Exercise Summer Time is Here... (Lord Rochester's bill of charges "to,"
"Sunfowle
and
at
the
the
"The Family or Home." The Rev.
beasts
35
cans
keeping
Corn, canned, equal
John Nusbaum, Genevieve Sparks,'
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVE.-TISE- ?
St. James Park and Gardens for burst."
Leonidas Smiih has accepted the call
Elvira Hardy, Kenneth Eyler.
to the rectorship of the Church of the Solo I Think Whpn
1000 lbs. Corn Meal, 25 lb. sacks.
Tiepri Tlmr April, May and June, 0il."
Jt is siSp(l by the Earl of Salis.
Tell your story to
Holy Faith.
35110 lbs. Coffee, roasted, whole.
Sweet Story ......Eugenia Miller!
LEONIDAS SMITH.
2,000,000
bury. Another document is for the
Readers
300 lbs. Crackers, 1 lb. packages.
n,.;tnnnTh0 Ai,th f
Twelve Dollars.
Velin-- i pil4rin'"t'narSes laid out on St. James park
St. John's Methodist.
G5,000 lbs. Flour, actual weight.
and the spring garden for keeping
advertise1250 lbs. Lard compound, 50 lb. cans. We will place your
Sunday school at 9:4.) a. m. We in- Recitation A Hint to the Boys
ment :n 25 leading newspapers' Sunvite those of all ages who do not at1500 lbs. Hominy.
J.ouis Whittier end feeding his Majesties forrayne
bestes and fowle there 1611-- 2," and
tend elsewhere to join with us in the Song Jesus, Our Great Defender. .
9 cases Matches
(Domino, 720 to day issue, for $12 per insertion. DeGenevieve Sparks,. Elvira Hardy, this is signed by Sir Ju'ius Caesar.
study of God's word. Instead of the
scriptive circular FREE.
case).
The Hansom Cab.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
and Chorus.
regular preaching service at 11 o'clock
750 lbs. Macaroni, bulk.
Tfae
new Ixmdon
museum
has GOO lbs.
there will be a children's service. The Recitation It Pays
Ruth Selridge
AGENCY,
Oleomargarine.
shown its enterprise by adding a han
Some Small Sweet Way.
rogram will consist of songs and re- Recitation
150 lbs. Pepper, black, whole.
Taos, New Mexico.
som
to
cab
its
collection,
of
the
although
members
smaller
citations by
2000 lbs. Pork sausages.
Gladys Berry
there are at least 401 of these vehithe Sunday school. Junior League at Song Smiles
1000 lbs. Peaches, dried.
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
cles
use
in
still
on
the Ixindon streets.
3 o'clock.
Let every member be there.
Kenneth Law, John Whittier, Clif1500 lbs. Prunes, dried.
Dentist.
'
But the last maker of hansoms
ford Hardy, Forest Davidson.
Epworth League at 7 o'clock in the
250 lbs. Red Chili, ground.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store. ..
closed
his
doors
and
three
room.
ago,
"The
years
Recitation
League
Topic:
Openness
Tiny Little Tots
1500 lbs. Rice.
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
of Strenth." Leader O. E. Schofield.
Helen Creath, Margretta Law, Ma- the museum authorities are no doubt
5 cs. Sapolio.
Phone
6.
Red
its
S
extinction.
rapid
anticipating
o'clock. Serrion Miller, Henrietta Wills.
Evening worship at
14 bx. Soap, Lenox.
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
In 1903 motor taxicabs first appearmon by the pastor, whose subject shall
Offertory.
20 bx. Soap, Ivory, small size.
And by Appointment.
ed on the streets under the humble
be: "The Proud Rider Unhorsed." Benediction
Postlude.
3000 lbs. Salt, table, 25 lb. sacks.
title of "Clarences-Mechanica- l
Po
5000 lbs. Sugar, granulated.
wer," there being 19 of them as com
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
450 gal. Syrup (2 gal. jackets.)
with
In
hansoms.
about
7,000
pared
IDEAS OF CONSTRUCTIVE
40 lbs. Tea, green.
Physician and Surgeon.
Office and Residence Washington.
PROGRESSIVE LEGISLATURE, 1910 the hansoms had declined to
1000 lbs. Tobacco, Dukes Mixture.
while the taxicabs had risen to
i
60 cs. Tomatoes, Colton brand or Ave., next door to Public Library.
The exact figures for today
Palace.
More Than Six Million Illiterates in C,:i97.
Office Hours 11 . m. to 12 : 30 p. ra
equal.
have not been compiled, but it is safe
A. C. Cately Colombo,
United States Why Child La2 to 4 p. m.
5 cs. Washing Powder, Star Naptha.
Evenings.
to estimate that there are at least 11,- J. Scales,' M lwaukee.
bor Laws Are Needed.
2000 lbs. Weine Wurst.
Phone Black 47.
000
AV. J. Stehle
taxicabs to 400 hansoms inter
Albuquerque.
4 cs. Concentrated Lye.
There are more than G.nnn.ono illitL. C. Ilfeld, Albuquerque.
mittently employed. The refusal of
1S5 lbs. Yeast.
Fleischman's (in
in
erates
the United States, and one the hansom drivers to accept the taxi- H. B. Jamison, Albuquerque.
equal weekly shipments.)
in seven of all children between 10 i"cter accelerated their end for
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
Hay and Grain.
and 14 are not in school, according to (they had accepted it they
RESIDENCE, DON CASPAR
J. W. Egan, Quincy, 111.
might have
75000 lbs. Oats.
Child
the
Labor
a
new
a
Bulletin,
Frank Bond, Espanola.
quar made longer fight as the Paris fiacres
AVE ,
4000 lbs. Bran.
I!. Spitz, Albuquerque.
terly review issued today by the Na- are doing.
50,000 lbs. corn.
220 Red
Phone,
tional Child Labor committee. Twenty-ninthe London streets
James G. Fitch, Socorro.
Decorfltively
Coal.
WEST
SIDE PLAZA
OFIFCE,
states
do
not
lost
have
childcare
hanthe
of
whether
by
the
passing
Montezuma.
4000 tons Screened Lump Coal.
ren can even read and write when som, for the tall delicately poised carC. C. Covington, St. Louis.
Clothing.
Phone, 237 Biack
W. P. Shriver, New York.
they permit them to go out to work, riage, shiny black, with the driver
4 gross Pants Buckles.
and "there are a mi'lion children to- commanding cab and horse from his
Ed Rich, City.
OFFICE
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
30 gross Shirt Buttons.
Michael Painter and party, Cincin- day under the age of 1G years who are lotty seat and with the slender whip
40 gross Suspender Buttons.
nati, Ohio.!
employed in the various industries of rising above all, was an outstanding
250 yds. Light Drill.
M.
J. H. Onley, Denver.
the country, in addition to another mil- picture of London traffic.
250 yds. Heavy DrilL
G. E. Ebersole, Dallas, Texas.
lion in agriculture, only a part of
1500 yds. Ticking, A. C. A.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
Emma M. McKean, Taos.
whom are assisting their parents on
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
2000 yds. Canton Flannel, 30 in.
Catton
Block, Palace Ave., next
H. Harry Smith, Denver.
a farmer living near Covena, Ga., says: wide.
the farm," to quote the bulletin.
C. L. Taylor and wife, Kansas City.
door
to Wells Fargo Ex.
"I
have
taken
250 yds. Toweling, crash.
and
Pills
Foley
Kidney
Thirty-ninstates have passed child
Dorrell Taylor, Kansas City.
2000 yds. Blue Denim.
PHONE 233.
labor laws since the organization of find them to be all you claim for them.
Kenneth Vhls, Kansas City.
200 yds Sheeting, 54 in. wide.
the National Child Labor Committee They gave me almost instant relief
James J. Sullivan and party, Arte- in 19t4.
when my kidneys were sluggish and
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St.,
Leather, Shoe Findings, Etc.
s;a, X. M.
inactive. I can cheerfully recommend
2000 lbs. Oak Tan Sole Leather.
LaCross, Wis., writes that she suffered
"In four states: Ohio, Oklahoma, Il- them to all
sufferers
500 lbs. Light Kip Leather.
from kidney
F Y Fisher, Albuquerque.
all kinds of pains in her back and
linois and Michigan," Florence KeKey troubles." For sal"
W. H. MacLeod, Pueblo.
The Board of Penitentiary Commis- hips on account of kidney trouble and
by all druggists.
says, "there is now provision made to
Gus Griffin, Laguna.
sioners reserves the right to rejeci rheumatism. "I got some of Foley
lift the burden upon the widowed DISCUSSION OVER RAISING
A. I.uchetti, Denver.
any and all bids, or parts thereof.
Kidney Pills and after taking them
mother
by
as
her right
giving her,
H. C. Buerger, Denver.
In submitting Ulds for above supplies for a few days there was a wonderful
ASSESSMENTS IN LUNA.
and
not
as
the dole of a private,
G. Atkinson, Chicago.
Deming, June 15. Considerable dis- bidders should write plainly on enve- change in my case, for the pain encharity, an allowance out of the pub- cission concerning local taxation has lope the following:
B. E. Boiges, Chicago.
"BIDS FOR THE tirely left my back and hips and I am
lic finances on condition that she stay been engendered
James G. Fitch, Socorro.
PENITENTIARY," thankful there is such a medicine as
by the action of the NEW MEXICO
in her home and keep her children at!
M. Herzstein, Albuquerque.
valua- with the name of the bidder, to avoid Foley Kidney Pills." For sale by all
equalization board in
home and in school as the state re- tions. The board
Coronado.
adjourned yesteniay opening of bids by mistake before date driggists.
quires." As Jean Gordon of New Or- and, according to the statement of set.
Pedro Lopez, Palma.
Leslie Ruff and wife, Monte Vista. leans puts it: "Certainly the mother Chairman Hund, valuations have Demi
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Samples may be sent separately,
does as much for the country in rear- raised on an average about twenty plainly marked and numbered, to the
Carlos Shirek, Torouoto, Colo.
D. C. Ortiz.
ing her children as the veterans did per cent. On the one hand, are those Superintendent.
Department of the Interior,
All supplies must be furnished in U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
in killing her sons."
Jerome Delgado.
who argue that the rate, not the
June 10, 1912.
vnlii; tion, should be raised, since eac'.i such quantities and at such times as
Notice is hereby given that Julian
county by law must send in to the the Superintendent may direct.
By order of the Board of Peniten- Garcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
state a certain per cent of the asCommissioners.
tiary
on June 8, 1907, made homestead ensessed valuations.
Thus the county
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Nature's laws are perfect if only we obey them, but disease fellows disobedi where valuations are low escapes in
try. No. 115S8, for lots 7 and 8 and
ence. Go straight to Nature lor the cure, to the forest; there are mysteries there,
Superintendent. south half of southeast quarter, sectaxmeasure
state
of
the
burden
large
some of which we can fathom for you. Take the bark of the
X. M., May ISth, 1912.
ation. And it is stated on good auth- Santa Fe,
tion G, township, 13 north, range 9
with mandrake root, Oregon grape root, stone root, queen's root, bloodroot tree,
and
coneast. New Mexico meridian, has filed
golden seal root, make a scientific, glyceric extract of them, with just the right ority that Luna county already
notice of intention to make final
tributes over 100 per cent more acproportions, and you have
A CARD.
to correct valuations then a
proof, to establish claim to the land
cording
DOCTOR PIERCE'S GOLDEN MED3CAL DISCOVERY.
This is to certify that Foley's Hon- above described, before the Register
number of other counties. Thus It Is
ey and Tar Compound does not con- and Receiver of the U. S. land office,
It took Dr. Pierce, with the assistance of two learned chemists and pharma
argued that keeping the valuations tain
any opiates, any habit forming at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th
cists, many months of hard work experimenting to perfect low and the rate high is merely a drugs, or
any ingredients that could
of July, 1912.
On jhe
this vegetable alterative and tonic extract of the greatest matter of
harm Its users. On tne con- day
possibly
Claimant names as witnesses:
are
other
those who contend
hand,
efficiency.
its great healing and soothing
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New
that a low rate of taxation encourages trary,
Mb. C. W. Pawxet, of Millvillo, Calif., writes: "I wish
qualities make? ft. a real remedy for Mexico.
and a high rate frigtens the
investors
to tell you that I have used your ' Golden Medical Discoughs, colds and irritations of the
Juan Sanche", ot Kennedy, New
investor. Again, it is further contend- throat, chest and
lungs. The genuine
covery ' in my family for twenty years. We have had a
In
order is In a yellow package. Ask for Fol- Mexico.
ed, that lowering valuations
doctor called in but once during that time. I have a family
Pablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
t" escape the state taxation is merely
of terf children, all well and hearty, for which, to a great
ey's Honey and Tar Compound and
Mexico.
with
a
into
of
gouge
all
game
accept no substitute. For sale by
extent, we owe thanks to you and your Golden Medical entering
Frutoso Gallegos, ot Cerrilloa, New
the other counties, and the remedy druggists.
Discovery ' and ' Pellets, which we uae when sick."
'
Mexico.
should lie in correcting the state law
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate;
MANUEL R. OTERO,
which seems to offer a premium upon
New Mexican want aaa always
CL W. Pawley, 34.
. Register.
stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny granules.
rendering false valuations.
brings results.
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New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point ot th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War De-

'The

lmtltu-tlon.-

"

Army officer! detailed by Wat

Hotel Arrivals.

Department.
Through Academic

course, preparing young men for college or buiinesi
Ufa. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School ia the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3'iutl
(eet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during tbs
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
tn all respects.
REGEXTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Fret.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
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..
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L. F. MURRAY,

:.

COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON.
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Until September 30th, 1912. Low round trip
rates to all principal Eastern and Northern
points. Final return limit, October 31st.
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ening of today's stock market. In no
NOTICE.
important instance were changes more
In the District Court of the State of
than fractional.
New Mexico, Sitting in and for the
The market went off on a slight in
of Santa Fe.
"!. f
County
'
'
?
f.V'.t.
r.
4
?i
4
crease in business but the selling
Lottie P. Lamborn, et al, Plaintiffs,
the
hour
of
half
first
before
eased
the
vs.
elapsed and prices recovered easily to
Hiram B. Cartwright, et al, Defendants.
yesterday's close or above.
No. G942.
Action to Quiet Title.
The market closed steady. Renewed
To Hiram B. Cartwright, James W.
selling of Reading which depressed it
Nornient, The Board of County Com
3
caused another sag in prices. The
missioners of the County of Santa Fe,
were
recession in the rest of the list
New Mexico, J. N. Renker. S. B. Turn
trifling and when demand arose for
er, J. Watson Vail, J. E. Seeley, the
WAY.
steel and Union Pacific, the market
Unknown Heirs of J. Watson Vail, if
hardened. Reading made up most of
he be deceased, the Unknown Heirs
Louis,
its loss when the shorts commenced
Chicago,
of J. N. Renker, if he be deceased; the'
to cover.
he
if
B.
of
DE
S.
BACA,
Unknown Heirs
Turner,
REPRESENTATIVE MARCOS C.
be deceased; and the Unknown Heirs
TAFT WILL ATTEND BASEColo.
of J. E. Seeley, if he be deceased; the
BALL NEXT TUESDAY.
Unknown Claimants of Interests in
the Premises hereinafter described,
What is a Presidential Nomination
adverse to the Plaintiffs; and the
CALIFORNIA.
Unknown Owners or Proprietors of the
Any way When the Home Team
is Winning.
Los Angeles,
Premises Described in the Complaint,
One way via Portland
Defendants iu the above entitled
Oakland,
San Diego,
(By Special teased Wire to New Mexican)
cause:
You and each of you are hereby
Washington, D. C, June 15. The
enthusiasm here aroused by the con- Final Criticism of Professor Antonio the "advanced legislation" which was notified that the above entitled cause
Return
On sale daily, June 1st to September 30th, 1912
tinuous victories by the Washington
Surely institutions for the in which Lottie B. Lamborn, Charles
Aranon Monteio of Madrid, Spain, pending.
1912.
October
31st,
limit,
American league baseball team today
of Mr. Benjamin M. Read's History defective and delinquent should have W. Lamborn, John H. Lamborn, James
women on the boards. Men can't A. Lamborn,
Robert M. Lamborn,
nt M.iA, iuiirv
spread to the White House when PresSPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
under
Its
know the needs as do women
Hoover
B. Lamborn, a minor
30,
ident Taft notified the club officials
May
Madrid,
dated
letter
By
Los
inTuesto watch charitable
the age of twenty-onyears, by
that he would be on hand next
1912 Mr. Montejo writes to Mr. Read: truly pathetic
One way via Portland
Oakland,
in Charles W. Lamborn, his next friend,
San Diego
day afternoon to witness the game "With the greatest attention have I stitutions nurtured and sustained
and
dwindle
a
minor
under
T.
women,
and
by
Morris
their
infancy,
champion
Lamborn,
world's
here between the
finished
reading your remarkable
when taken over by the the age of twenty-on- e
years, by
Philadelphia team and Washington. work (illustrated History of New Mex- - often die
On sale June 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit,
Numerous senators and representa- ico) and am astonished at the great state; not because of any intention Charles W. Lamborn, his next friend,
men mean to relieve are plaintiffs, and you are defendants,
the
of
to
historical
intention
tmnnrtant
destroy;
nf
their
have
tives
signified
r,,i.i,H
August 12, 1912. Also on sale August 29, JO, 31, Sept.
I had
of the burden.
has been commenced and is now pendevents therein narrated which demon- - the women
2, 3, 5, 6, 1912. Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
attending the game also.
ing against you in the district court
the immense labor you have er thought of the importance until
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona.
r
all of Santa Fe County, New Mexico,
Liberal
Privileges.
I sincerely reiterate to cently hearing Jane Adams pn theJan-thI do hope in
for the estabwherein
subject.
for
pray
plaintiffs
important
felicitations
most
sincere
you my
of New Mexico lishment of their estate in and to the
great success which has crowned uary the good people to the
LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.
legislative premises hereinafter described against
II interested and should knov
labors and also because of the can have Jane speak
your
about the wonderful
of
could
claims
made
none
in
adverse
as
session;
by
any
any
body
joint
IRVEL Whirling Spray flourishing condition of your state,
Low Summer Tourist Rate from Colorado and Other Eastern
down and outs a the defendants, and that such defende new Vaginal Syringo.
by the statistics you give in sist giving the
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
It
be
of
them
and
convenient.
most
after
the
Best
barred
ants and each
hearing this,
"square deal"
your HiBtory."
s instantly.
having or
greatest citizen of these United States. forever estopped from
For Progressive Legislation.
Ask your druzeift for ii
in
I am very anxious to see New Mexico claiming any right or title
Mitnr Dallv New Mexican.
If he cannot surmly the?
For further information call on or address,
MARVEL, accent no other?
of legis - take steps in advance of her older and to the said premises or any
Have
reports
your
enjoyed
illustrated
hat send stamn for
- sisters.
SANTA FE, N. M.
to
the
adadverse
S.
thereof
H.
AiAciti
plaintiffs
LUTZ, Agent,
part
book
sealed. It Elves full partlcn
Iative proceedings and greatly
Kansas. and that plaintiffs' title to the said
lar and directions invaluable to ladles.
some
on
Harper,
taken
stand
ofi
the
mired
MMiU CO., 44 East234 Strut, Bra latter"

QUIETED

Strikers Have Quieted Down

DDI

SUCCESSFUL

for Time Being.

Just

C

room house,
Lowitzki.

D. S.

one-hal-

HEDICIWE

d

FOR RENT 3 or
with lumiture or not.

h

1

10--

one-hal-

Man-pare-

h

TO KENT

Modern house 102

e

Cha-pell-

St.
good Jersey cow. ApSaitient.
WANTED Gitl to do genera! hoilSi
work in small family. Apply S. New
Mexican.

ANTED

W

ply to

YY.

A

G.

FOR RENT
house
with,
bath. 502 Galirteo St. Apply St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
WANTED Two furuisd or unfurnished rooms for light lio'isekeeping.
Apply !!., New Mexican.
FOR RENT- - Nice iooni tarnished
for light housekeeping, with bath.
over store. Fiank Andrews.

For-tug-

itOili'J
3tffon)

"

-

4S--

Hcrses Pastured on ('has. A. Sirin-tioSunny Slope ranch, i a mouth.
Good grass and fine water.
Address
P. ). Box 3J2, City.

v

FOR SALE Parlor furniture,
s, bedroom
sets,
rockers,
(hairs, household goods. National
Cemetery.

b

-

j

intei-sectio- n

2
FOR SALK CHEAP--On- e
yea"
lull blooded Jersey bull, St. Lambert
Also. J Berkshire
breed, registered.
hogs. Apply or write, Frank Lavan,
Santa Fe, N. M.

GOOD

GRAZING

LAND

About

acres on Vargas Grant, south of
city, to real at two cents an acre for
entire year. Will rent part if desierd.
,iint)

L. li.

Prince.

4S--

en-10- 4

south-generall-

-

Elegantly Furnianed Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav.
ng all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building
Apply to F. M. Jones.

Oliver

Visible

8

THE PUBLIC

4

401-25-

j

Typewriter

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and tria1.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.

g

-

old-tim- e

1

,

1

,,

i-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

one-hal-

!

SUMMER
TOURIST
RATES
EAST AN D WEST

:,.,

If

f

.

2

SANTA FE ALL THE
St. Paul,
St.

$50.35

$44.35

Springs,

$18.15

THE FORUM

$46.90

e

Angeles,

$40.55

nev-strat- e

Stop-Ove-

e

Every Woman

rmi,

$50.35

Pueblo,

$16.15

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

San Francisco

San Francisco

$55.90

$73.35

Sat Francisco,

San Francisco

$50.55

$67.50

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
a" rented. Standard makes handled,
All repair work and typewrite.-juar
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter fix
231.
Phone
change.
s

SALESMEN ESTABLISH A
EUSINESS OF YOUR OWN WITHOUT CAPITAL.
Our original plan of selling groceries
by sample to farmers, stockmen,
boarding houses and other
large consumers, enables energetic
salesmen to establish quickly a permanent business of their own yieldincome. Commission
ing u splendid
advanced.
settlement.
Goods sold subject to trial. Experience
not essential. Write for particulars
today, giving references.
JOHX SKXTOX & CO.,
WHOLKSALB GROCERS.
Lake & Franklin Sis., CHICAGO.
DON'T WANT YOU
U the answer given to many.
Had any experience

shorthand
Typewrite (all fingers)
Write

No
Xo
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

Keep accounts
Strike a balance
Explain Cr. and Dr. fully
Balance your pocket money
In business for self
Bolster up the assets
Trimmed liabilities
No
Your not sure
Yes
Ever applied for bank loan
Yes
Been refused
A mathematical
Romonzer
Yes
Get tangled
No
Ever learn bookkeeping
Yes
Ever heard of failures
No
Know why
Eliminate the visionary elements in
business, and this is most difficult
The best
unless you are trained.
financial lesson anybody can learn is
to make figures tell the truth. Many
a bunch of lying figures
walk into
many a widow's home and steal her
little inheritance. Bad figuring picks
the pockets of o'd men who had
worked a life time to save a meager
They have destroyed
competence.
the most promising business houses.
Every hour every day business men
Yc
should beware of their figuring.
We can find out. your
are experts.
losses or gains and cure them. We
can teach you to do it. To teach the
rising generation we are opening in
the 12 branches in New Mexico and
12 in Texas
a bank where a child
can bank a nickel or more, and draw
a check for a nickel so taught ta
value and check every expense. They
will grow up knowing the value of
money and will be able to avoid being cheated.
We teach all business subjects.
Walter Norton F. R. G. S., Presi-

dent.
J. A. Wood, professor, Principal.

John Thompson, Bookkeeping Expert.
Mrs. Jessie B. Norton, Shorthand
Expert and Typewriting.
Miss Laura Wood and Miss Alberta
Smith, Teachers.
SANTA FE BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
THE BUSINESS UNIVERSITY OF
NEW MEXICO.
No classes.
Separate desk for each
pupil. 9 to 5 daily, evenings. 7 to 9,
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
Come in, talk it over, soy what yoti
can pay weekly.
It will not pay you to waste your
tiem writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print-e- d
at the New Mexican Printing
,
Company.

PAGE EIGHT

THE SAXTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
What is that we enjoy having,
hurry to get rid of?

The Home of Quality Groceries j
Going Picnicking?

A POOR PICNIC
A

Picnic Would Be

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

AND EVERYTHING

iJlVt

BUTTER!

parties.

y

it will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican
Printing
Company.

n.u.

HERE'S
better
advise
place
meats
buy your
than here

CHANGE IN PALACE
HOTEL MANAGEMENT.
S. A. Akins, a hotel manager
of experience
from Kansas
City, has acquired the famous
old Palace hotel, Santa Fe's
foremost hostelry for many
years, and will make many improvements that will give the
hotel a thoroughly modern and
satisfactory service.
Sundays, special dinner will
be served for local businessmen and their families at 50
cents, thus supplying a need
that Santa Fe has frequently
of
voiced
late. Other anwill be made
nouncements

j
i

want the
That
best there
very clear

all must
yE meat,

have our
know,

Can'tgetalongwithout
all must eat, while

s

here

later.
X

nJ

1

l&n

F. ANDREWS

i

j

Phone 4.

g

accom-lar.yin-

SECURE THE BENEFITS OF
GOOD PLUMBING NOW

To-da- y

;ars

S . SPI1

oil

j

THE JEWELER.
HEADQUATERS

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY

ery

will

without
longer than
any other piece of machinbut it needs both occasion-cll- y.

AWATCII

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
a year. It will increase the
and accuracy of your watcK
eave your watch with us

bv-c-

HIGHGRADE

'StmufariT

"Albion" Bath

k Supply

I

Lead Arsenate, London Purple and!
White Hellebore for spraying plants.
Znnk's Pharmacy.
The advertisement of M. P. Stamm
on page three is of special interest for
jit is without a question a real estate''
proposition that will be a money ma-ker for the persons that take advan-- j
tnse of the present special terms and
prices offered. Be sure and read tht

Company

R
at 33 13 per cent, discount.
pEATURING
1
!th, for one week only, we feature
r,
READY-TO-WEA-

High-Grad- e,

that such dainty,
stylish Silk Dresses are offered at so
bg a reduction. Included are Dresses
for Street, Afternoon and Evening
'fed.'i- -

?t

Phone Black 12.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Down Town Stand in Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

They are Taffetas, Foulards

and MessaIinescome in Navy, Tan,
Green, Copenhagen, Changeable Effects
and White.

House Dresses 331

1BF

DISCOUNT.
There are several styles showing
Lace Trimmed Picture Collars. Where-evyour summer place may be, you

er

need

At Least One Silk Dress

if

in your wardrobe, and this is your opportunity to escure it at a nominal price.

:rz:jz

sales people to show you our. House Dress Assortment. You will find as we advertise. If we don't
let us know
close them out at 20 cents per yard. At June price, a few yards of Pongee Silk.
Regular price, $1.25 at 60c ner
Ladies' White, Lawn, Batiste, Voile, Marguerette and Lingeree Dresses

vh

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

331

Beginning Wednesday, June
at a Special June Price,

Ready-toWea-

33

is the time to set them out

THE CLARENDON GARDENS

June Prices

It is not often

colors. $1.00 per doz. pants

Now

1

Reliable."

Wear.

All

i

i

SILK DRESSES AT

HOUSE.

j

j
'

331 off

HIE

J

Santa Fe Hardware

"Time Pieces That Are

y.

THE

-

Watches
and
Clocks.

1

Page 3.

j

FOR

X X X

Out
"Ad

in

j

Phone 4.

S

X

See

Plaza Market Co.

lliVo

NOW AT

piled Laws, 1S97, interpreted, and held
not to contemplate or authorize a proceeding in partition against persons
as unknown owners who are in the actual adverse possession of the lands
sought to be partitioned.
3.
The owners of contiguous tracts
of land may settle a disputed boundary between them by parol agreement, which agreement, when followed
by acquiescence is binding upon the

THE BAILY ROUND

Eat the Best, while
you're about it

THERE IS
THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!
BUT ER!

Townsends.
advertisement.
,
Will Move Next Week The First
Don't forget that .The .Santa Fe
UP.
National Bank will move out of its old Electric Laundry guarantees all the
quarters on San Francisco street next work sent out to be first class in evweek, to its magnificent new building ery way. Our one aim is to please
on the east side of the Plaza.
our customers.
WEATHER FORECAST
Do you want your
white dresses
FOR RELIABLE
MERCHANDISE
Denver, Colo., June 15. Xew
laundered so they will look like they AT THE LOWEST PRICES CALL AT
Mexico, tonight generally fair;
had just come home from the Modis- THE WHITE HOUSE.
Sunday fair and cooler.
A word to the wise
H. S. Kaune
te's brand new? If so send them to
& Co. predict the lowest price
The Santa Fe Electric Laundry.
on
For Absolutely destroying ants use
It's a Vitagraph and a comedy at strawberries for preserving purposes
Zook's Ant Destroyer.
the Elks' Sunday night. See the show, j next'week and solicit your orders in
Just arrived, the latest in white felt
De Vargas Procession
More than a crate lots or more. By placing your
hats for
and early fall thousand people will take part in the order three days before wanted inwear. Miss Mugler.
De Vargas procession tomorrow after- sures you fine fresh berries and at
THE VERY BEST FOR LESS AT noon between two and three o'clock the lowest prices.
THE WHITE HOUSE.
Our appetites, of course!
fiom the Cathedral to Rosario Chapel.
Why endure all the work and
Budweiser, Fallstaff and Neef Bros.
History Now on Sale B. M Read's bother and heat of having the wash..
bottle beer for s.ne hv Henrv iCrick. rn.netroid
t
i..'..wn ullu uictAn
JMOt,
ing done at home in the warm weathXiioiuij Ul .GW
'Phone Red 35.
from press, is now for sale and may er? Phone the Santa Fe Electric
no
Remainder Stock of Curios must bejbe ordered directly from the author,
Laundry for rates on family washing.
we would
closed out. Do you want a bargain? 0r through the Xew Mexican
Don't Miss That Vitagraph at the
Printing
B.
Joseph
Hayward, Receiver.
To
Company. Price $10.
Elks' tonight "The Seventh Son." It's
The Thomas Two Speed Crown
The rear lamp of an automobile great.
!
Mowers and Alfalfa Rakes in stock was found about
6 miles out of town j
Warranty Deeds Recorded Warran
at GOEBELS.
'
today, which the owner can have by ty deeds were recorded today by
people
A Pathe Weekly at the Elks' tonight.
calling and identifying same at the County Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz as
is.
n
It's good.
New Mexican, and paying for this ad. follows: Eluterio
Q'uintana to Ramon
Court House Pavement The county
!
To
How About Your
is
Are they in-- ' R. Quintana, a parcel of land at El
is having a cement pavement laid on flamed, swollen and Eyes?
do they ache? Ap- Sombrio, upper Santa Cruz, consideraOtero street alongside of the new ply Zook's eye water.
tion $160; Henry Aland and wife to
Court House.
TWELVE EXTRA SPECIALS THIS Adolfo C. Alarid, a parcel of land near
Notice Sparks has quit selling elec-- j WEEK AT THE WHITE HOUSE
the A. T. & S. F. railway depot in
you
trie irons. He will let you try one: Elks Move Monday Santa Fe T.ndee
precinct No. 4 ; Adolfo Alarid to Henry
it! free and the iron will sell itself.
B. P. O. E. will move on Monday from Alarid and
wife, a parcel of land on
mat taie oi dollar enoes at Pllueg-!itWe
hali in the Kahn blliiding on the Galisteo street in precinct No. 4.
ers was a great success. There are smuU side oE the Plaza int0 tneir fine
Elegantly Furnished Rooms ror Rent
some more left and plenty of sizes new home
below,
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav.
and club Houg Qn UncoIn
ana siyies so mat you can De suitea. avenue.
ing all modern conveniences, includ:
C
r.f ,U
... an, ui
li.c .1..,.
mug IU1C mm
w
n.,- -t
electric light, steam heat and
Rnein.ee
Vnr
ing
!
get one of the handsome tooth brush and bond your cmm bllainess.
Bank
baths, in the First National
Joser,n
holders that are being given away by B.
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
Hayward, Manager.
the Santa Fe Electric Laundry. Go
Celebrated Release From Jail A
at the
Sunday Night's Program
early as the supply is limited.
boy feigning to be deaf and dumb yes- - Elks': The Stolen
Inventions; Just
Classy Shirts, the new pin stripes lerday ceiebrated his release from
jail Like a Woman, and The Jocular Winds
r.nd
checks
Fergusson
of Fate. Don't miss this program.
McKinney with a glorious jag and was
none better, just received
Phone 92.
Santa Fe Employes' Magazine The
ated. He has been given twenty-fou- r
Santa Fe Employes'
for
hours in which to leave town.
Magazine
j
For Saie One house and lot close June is out. Among the features is
in, small orchard, awn and garden; t an article on old Fort Larned, one of
j good
home. Also one house and lot the land marks along the Santa Fe
on Galestio st, two large store rooms, Trail and an article on the Petrified
side entrance to rear. Inquire, Mrs. A. Forest by Charles F. Lummis, a fine
picture of Lummis and his son Kimu,
P. Hogle, 204 Garfield
Ave., south loth well
known in Santa Fe,
j
side.
the article.
You Can See a complete show any- Death of Robert Young Robert
j
time at the Elks' on Sunday night.
Fair and Cooler Tomorrow That is Young, aged 61 years died at Osturo,
the prediction of the Weather Bureau. Lincoln county. He was a native of
Think what it means to you to have a
Illinois. He took up a homestead
dainty bathroom, a
in
The
maximum temperature yesterday
convenient cleanly laundry and a bright, glossy white kitchen
Lincoln county five
ago.
77
was
degrees. The minimum was 51
sink. It means satisfaction, a constant pleasure to know that
The relative humidity last
SUPREME COURT OPINIONS.
degrees.
your home is properly equipped with well designed plumbing
levelling was down to 20 per cent.j
fixtures.
If you want your white dress
and
(Continued from Page one)
This will be the case when
lace veil 10 look lovely and Eiiowy
we install 'Standard" guaranteed
white in the De Vargas procession Judge Frank W. Parker, it is said:
1. A decree in
next Sunday, send it to The Santa Fe
plumbing fixtures in your home.
partition does not
create a new title, but merely segreElectric Laundry.
In addition to the excellence of
Good
In addition
the fixtures, we install plumbing
to' gates the right of possession, having
Advertising
the advertising matter regarding San-- I the parties with the same title under
in a careful and correct manner,
ta Fe in the newest general folder of which they previously held.
thus insuring a perfect equipment
the Santa Fe system, the special sum-- ,
2. Sections
3180 and 31S1,
Com- throughout, and will gladly go into
mei- excursion rate to Santa Fe from
details if you will call or write.
eastern points is printed in large red
letters on the inside cover of the fold- -
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Appetizing Picnic Delicacies

ItLn

but

;
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w

???? Per cent,
yT

f

off-- 33

adraS ,eft' and we are going to
1 -- 3
all our
per cent, off-- on

NATHAN SALMON J

